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Norms Abolished

Senate Accepts
Discipline Plan
by Malcolm N. Carter

Igor Sikorsky, Air Ace,
Commencement Speaker
Igor I. Sikorsky, retired engineering manager of Sikorsky Aircraft Division of United Aircraft
Corp., will deliver the 139th Commencement Address on June 13.
One of the world's foremost aeronoutical pioneers. Mr. Sikorsky
now serves the company as a consulting' engineer and has been active In the development of amphibious turbocopters and the
crane helicopter concept.
He is the one man in aviation
today who has the unique experience of pioneering in three different aeronautical fields—multiengined aircraft, trans-oceanic
flying boats and helicopters.
BORN IN KIEV, Russia, on May
25, 1889, Mr. Sikorsky was graduated from the Petrograd Naval
College, studied engineering in
Paris, returned to Kiev and entered in 1907 the Mechanical Engineering College of the Polytechnical Institute, where he stayed
for two years,
- •. . •
In 1912, he won the highest award
at the Moscow Aviation Exhibition
as well as first prize in the military competition at Petrograd for
the design and construction of his
sixth fixed-wing plane. This success led to a position as head of
the aviation subsidiary of the Russian Baltic Railroad Car Works.
In this position he conceived
the idea for a multi-engined alr-

Muir Describes
Incoming Frosh
As Like Others

craft and soon produced the world's
first multi-engined airplane, the
four-englned "The Grand,"
THE REVOLUTIONARY aircraft
boasted such features as an enclosed cabin, lavatory, upholstered
chairs and an exterior catwalk
where passengers could stroll
while airborne.
(Continued on Page 11)

The Senate last night accepted
a report from the Committee on
Student Discipline, thus clearing
the way for approval by President Albert C. Jacobs and the
Trustees at their June meeting.
More radical in Its view towards
the philosophy of discipline than
the nature of existing regulations,
the Committee did, however, submit a new draft of "Student Regulations" and scrapped the "norm
penalty" system.
Under the proposed change, the
Medusa will retain its police as
well as its judiciary functions and
"will no longer be expected to be
primarily a policing authority."
In its. introduction, the Committee
stressed that students could best
be served by an expansion rather
than by a surrender of student
government through the "encouragement of a sense of community

and a sense of general Individual
responsibility on the part of all
students."
In effect, the Committee took a
sizable step in the direction of
an honor code, and Dean Robert
M. Vogel acknowledged that "practically everyone around here will
be very disappointed if it doesn't
come one of these days."
Until that day, though, Increased
responsibility of fraternity officers, officers of non-social groups
and Junior Advisers is supposed
to promote gentlemanly behavior.
The final major change was a
slight revision in the wording of
a definition of Medusa so that.
Medusa "in cooperation with the
Dean of Students" is responsible
for the enforcement of College
regulations.
Members of the Discipline Committee are Sandy F, Evarts, Jr.
'66, chairman and Senate president; F.~Gardiner F.. Bridge, di-

Austin Arts Center Opened Saturday;
Friends Feted at-Dinners, Symphony
The $2.2 million Austin Arts
Center was dedicated Saturday
along with the James Lippincott
Goodwin Theatre in a ceremony
before faculty, students, and
friends of the College.
The First Company, Governor's
Foot Guard Band played the processional march, and following an
invocation by Chaplain Alan C.
Tull, President Albert C. Jacobs
recalled the steps which had led
to the building of the Arts Center
and the people who had made It
possible.
Dr. Charles H. Morgan, Amherst
professor of fine arts and visiting head of department of the arts
here, delivered the dedicatory address, discussing the rapidly increasing role of the arts on American College campuses.
Two honorary degrees were presented at the ceremony. Dr. Mor. gan was made an honorary Doctor
of Letters and Robert Morris '16,
Life Trustee of the College, was
given an honorary Doctorate oi
Laws.
Finally, Dr. Jacobs presented
gold, serviceable keys to the Arts
Center to Mrs. A. Everett Austin,
wife of the late Mr. Austin, former
head of the Wadsworth Atheneum
In Hartford and founder of the
Trinity department of the arts, and
also to Mr, and Mrs. James Lippincott Goodwin.

Next year's freshman class will
be much the same as this year's
only larger, according to W. Howie
Muir, director of admissions. Although he declined to quote any
statistics until the entire class is
definitely chosen, he did say that
there was a geographic shift in
acceptances this year toward the
East Coast,
See Tripod Salute
Explaining, he stated that there
To Austin Arts Center
had been a significant rise In the
number of applications for finanPages 7-10
cial aid, and that due to limited
funds, qualified candidates had to
During the ceremony, the Colbe accepted with no financial aid. lege
Glee Club, under the direcIn most cases those students, estion
of
Dr. Clarence Barber, prepecially those who live at a dissented Handel's "Let Their Celtance, do not matriculate.
Mr, Muir noted that there are estial Concerts All Unite," and
to be 330 students in the Class "Neath the Elms."
Oa Friday night before the ded(Continued on Page 3)

ication, various guests were given
a reception in the Arts Center
and dinner in Hamlin Hall.
Saturday afternoon saw a luncheon
given in Hamlin, and at 8:45 that
evening, the Hartford Symphony,
under the direction of Arthur Winograd, presented a special concert in the Goodwin Theatre of
Works by Corelli, Stravinsky,
Thompson, Copeland, and Mozart,
As part of the dedication, 11
colleges and universities in New

England have loaned various works
of art to the college exhibition in
the Widener Gallery until commencement on June 13.
Also in the building is the Diaghilev-Llfar collection of ballet designs, bought for the Wadsworth
Atheneum by Mr. Austin, and. a
collection of "Austin Memorabilia"
collected by Mrs. Austin from
her husband's days at Trinity, at
the Atheneum, and at the Ringling
Museum in Sarasota, Florida.

rector of student affairs; E. William Chapin '65; John H. Chatfield '65, Medusa;.Thomas S. Gulotta '66; Dr. Roy Heath, dean of
students; Joseph A. Hourihan, Senate vice-president, and Dr. Vogel.
The Committee began work just
a month ago and frequently talked
well into the night at meetings
scheduled for 10 or 10:30 p.m.
Dean Vogel said, "1 think we
have something that is good here."
He pointed out that the Medusa
system has worked "remarkably
well" over the years and is a
"very good" system.
To bolster the system, the Committee now expects each Junior
Adviser "to be an exemplar of a
Trinity gentleman, and to encourage to the best of his ability the
maintenance of' a friendly, pleasant, decorous, and wholesome atmosphere among his neighbors of
all college classes,"
In addition, fraternity officers are
now responsible "for the discharge
of the obligations ;of their fraternity to the College community"
and for "the maintenance within
their fraternity of conduct that
is consistently In accord with the
traditions and regulations of the
college."
Dean Vogel said he hoped that
Junior Advisers would feel comfortable In seeking help from the
Dean of Students, the Director
of Student Affairs and the Medusa
when they need help with offending
advisees.
Conversely, if a Medusa should
happen to be visiting a fraternity
house and spot a violation of the
College regulations, he will ask
(Continued on Page 3)

SEDUCED AND ABANDONED—Femme fatale rides in uxury from Williams Memorial fo Ausfin
Arts Center.
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Tilney., Oliver, BremerWin;
Invalid Ballots Shift Results
"The number of Invalid votes Class elected officers who will
was significant in two class elec- serve a five-year term: Dan C..
tions recently held on campus", Swander, m , chairman; William
according to Frederic B. Sargent E. Chapin, treasurer; David J.
'66, chairman of the Senate Spe- Graybill, secretary. Along with
cial Projects Committee. In the • these officers there is a compreliminary round for the presi- mittee of seven: Steven H. Berkodency of the class of '66, 44 in- wltz, Charles E. Hance,, Bruce
valid votes were cast. At theW. McClenahan, Eric B. Meyers,
same time the Class of '67 reg- Riess W. Potterveld, F. Carl Schuistered only 11 Invalid votes, but macher, and Merrill A. Yavinsky.
had these been acceptable, it is The class Chairman i s responVery likely that one of the two sible for handling correspondence,
names on the final ballot would reunions, and the class gift, which
have been different.
may be, for example, a scholar-,
The reason behind the large num- ship. The Treasurer works with
ber of unacceptable ballots lies the Alumni office to handle class
mostly in the fact that people finances, and the Secretary keeps
failed to circle TWO names (in- track of the whereabouts of classstead of one) in the first elec- mates and writes commentary in
the Alumni Magazine.
tions.
Elected Class Presidents in the
finals were Sheldon Tilney '68,
James H. Oliver '67, and David $
A, Bremer '66. Their primary
duty will be to make the arrangeTheta Xi's 13th annual Sweetheart
ments for the class dances, although the Senior' Class Presi- Ball held Saturday evening raised
• dent will be responsible for a few $1600 for the Capital Region Mental
Health Association.
more side duties.
Since its establishment in 1953,
On May 5, the present Senior
the Sweetheart Ball benefit has
netted over $20,000 for charity,
JESTER ELECTION
and this year's effort as in the
The Jesters last night elected past will benefit the Sunshine Bus
their officers for next year: Chris Service, which provides transHansen, president; David Downes, portation for families and patients
vice-president; Bruce Alexander, to visit the State Mental Hospital.
business secretary; and Ernie Wil- This service would not otherwise
liams, publicity manager. Elected be available.
to the ranks of Senior Jester were:
Miss Carole Liebold of Hunting
Bruce Alexander, Al Bosch, David
Valley, Pennsylvania, was crownDownes, and Hal Cummings.
ed queen of the Ball after selection by. the brothers of the house.
FOR SALE
Miss Liebold is engaged to David
R. Sotter '65.
1962 Buick Convertible
Mrs. John. J. Glennon served as
Special V-8, power steering,
Chairman of the working comauto, irarts., bucket seats,
mittee for the ball, and Dr. and
real sharp, asking $1495.
Mrs, Albert C. Jacobs acted as
Honorary Co-chairmen. ,
Call
523-7743 after 3:30.

Theta Xi Ball Nets
1600 for Charity

T H l ALL NEW

WASHINGTON DINER, Inc.
Newest and Finest in New England

Serving Trinity Students

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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For 20 Years

ORANGE JUICE
Ham, Bacon or Sausage
Eggs, Potatoes, Toast
Coffee

ORANGE JUICE
2 Eggs
Hash Brown Potatoes
Toasf, Coffee

9Sc

65c

BREADED VEAL CUTLET WITH SPAGHETTI 1.40
HALF ROAST SPRING CHICKEN
1.55
SPAGHETTI AND MEAT BALLS
.95
ROAST STUFFED NATIVE TURKEY
1.55
OPEN HOT ROAST BEEF or HAM SANDWICH 1.25
BROILED PORK CHOPS, APPLE SAUCE
1.55

FOR 75e MORE—SHRIMP COCKTAIL, SOUP. DESSERT,
CHEF'S SALAD AND COFFEE SERVED WITH AIOVE
175 WASHINGTON STREET, NEAR PARK

Honors Day

Scholars Awarded Prizes
Top academic scholarships,
prizes, and commendations were
awarded at Honors Day ceremonies
May 13. Seniors E. William Chapin
and William H. Chew were commended for having received two and
three
scholarship grants r e spectively.
Both Chew and Chapin won Woodrow Wilson Scholarships. In addition Chapin was awarded a National Science Foundation grant,
while Chew received an award
from the State Department Internship Program and a Danforth
Graduate Fellowship.
Named as Holland Scholars for
obtaining the highest rank in their
respective classes for the past
academic year were Mark G. Aron
'65, Peter R. Atwood '66, and John
D. Craft '67.
The Donn F. Porter Memorial
Award, presented annually to the
Freshman "who most exemplifies
the character and leadership" of
Mr. Porter who was honored posthumously after the Korean War
with a CongressionalMedal of Honor, was presented to George Crile,
III.
Fifty-three students were commended for their election to national societies including Phi Beta
Kappa, academic excellence; Pi
Gamma Mu, social science; Sigma
Pi Sigma, physics; Delta Phi Alpha, German; and Psi Chi, psychology.
The Phi Beta Kappa society.honored 15 members of the Class of
1965, Including Bruce R. Alexander, Mark" G. Aron, Nick Cantor,
E. William Chapin, Samuel C.
Coale, Dexter S. Cook, Andrew
H. Fairfield, and Donald A. Garofolo. Also David J. Graybill,
Lewis A. Huskins, Thomas J. Kelly, Richard M. Kirby, Stephen'
L. Knapp, John W. Lemega, and
Jerome H. Liebowitz.
PI Gamma Mu admitted Into its
ranks Bruce R. Alexander '65,
Bruce Bodner '66, Raymond P.
Boulanger '66, Joseph Goldberg
'65, Thomas S. Gulotta '66, Ward
T. Kelsey '65, Richard M. Kirby
'65, Frederick W. Knler '65, Stephen B. Lee, J r . '65, and John W.
Lemega '65. Also John A. Mason,
Jr. '66, Christopher J. McCurdy
'66, John J. O'Nell '65, Gerald
D. Palmer '66, John A, Parlin,
III '65, Philip S. Parsons '65,
Glenn A. Robinson '67, Victor
Schoen '66, David R. Sotter '65,
and Kevin D. Sweeney '65.
Slgna' Pi Sigma accepted into its

membership Raymond A. Beaudin
'66, Richard H. Charney '67, Robert A. Craven '67, Frederick K.
Duennebler '65, Allen R. Elsteln
'67, Robert D. Price '67, Paul
Rizauckas '66, and Robert W. Tuttle '67..
David J. Graybill '65 was the
lone initiate of the Delta Phi Alpha
Society.
Psi Chi honored Bruce Bodner
'66,
Calvin P. Bradford '66,
Charles L. Cooper '65, James
D. Lubitz '65, Gerald D. Palmer
'66, and John F. Tilki '66.
The Phi Gamma Delta Prizes in
mathematics,
1963-1964, were
awarded for first year mathematics to Thomas C. Flood '67 and
Robert W. Tuttle '67, first prize;
Grieg R. Siedor '67, second prize;
and Thomas W. McConnell '67
and Geoffrey J. White '67, third
prize. In the second year mathematics division Alfred Raws, III
'67 captured first prize while J.
Roberto Orellana '65 and Raymond A. Beaudin '66 took second
and third prize honors respectively.
The Alumni Prize in English
Composition went to Frederic B.
Sargent '66, first place, Jerome
H. Llebowitz '65, second place;
John W. Lemega '65, third prize;
Lucien P. DiFazio, Jr. '65, fourth
prize; and Richard P. Beck '65,
fifth prize.
The Trinity Alumnus Prize for
prose fiction was awarded to Hubertus V. Sulkowski '66.
Stephen Minot presented the John
Curtis Underwood Memorial Prize
for poetry to Patrick G. Pierce
'65, first place; R. Douglas Cushman '67, second place; Robert B.
Stepto '66, third place; and Ralph
W. Allen '65, honorable mention.
The Ruel Crompton Tuttle Prizes
for excellence in Junior English
were given to John L. Wodatch
'66, first prize; and Michael G.
Bassen '66, second prize.
The Frank W. Whitlock public
speaking awards were presented
to William C. Danks '68, Lloyd
M. Sigman '66, and Thomas A..
Kelley '66.
Robert V. Davison '65, Lucien
P. DiFazio, J r . '65, Richard F.
Mott '65, and Edward C. Rorer
'65 received the first through
fourth prizes respectively in English oration, the F.A. Brown
Prizes.
The Melvin W. Title Latin Prizes
for excellence in Latin, were pre-

sented to Peter S. Mellon '66,
first place; Frank R. Novakowski
'66, second place; and Andrew
H. Fairfield '65, honorable mention.
Professor James A. Notopoulos
presented, the James Goodwin
Greek Prizes to Frank R. Novakowski '66, first prize; and William E. Chapin '65, second prize.
The James A. Notopoulos Prizes
for excellence in freshman Latin
were given to John E. Covington,
first prize; and Stephen K. Dome,
second place.
Mark G. Aron '65 won the Pi
Gamma Mu Scholarship Award.
The George J. Mead Prize for
history went to Peter Heller '67,
Edward J. Mullarkey '67, and
Geoffrey J. White '67.
David J. Graybill '65 and Peter
J. Knapp '65 won first and second prizes respectively in the
competition for the Ferguson
Prizes in History.
I Professor George B. Cooper presented the D. G. Brinton Thompson Prize in American History
to Leonard H. Candee '65.
The Miles A. Tuttle Prize was
awarded to Louis A. Huskins '65.
The Ferguson Prizes in Political Science were presented to
Glenn A. Robinson '67, first place;
and John M. True, III '66, second
place.
Mark G. Aron received The Wall
Street Journal Student Achievement Award from Professor Randall W. Tucker.
The Ferguson Prizes for Economics Essays were presented to
John H. Makin '65, first prize;
and Mark G, Aron '65, second
prize.
Merrill A. Yavinsky '65 was
awarded the John C. Alexander
Memorial Award In Economics.
The Ronald H. Ferguson Prize
for Excellence in French was
given to Samuel D. Kassow '66.
Cesare Barbieri Prizes for Excellence in Spoken Italian were
awarded in the elementary and
intermediate divisions by Professor Michael R. Campo. Prizes
for elementary Italian went to
. Donald A. Garofolo'65, first place;
and Elton W. Hall '66 and John
H. Lowe, III '68, second place.
In the Intermediate division Robert L. Dawson '65 won first prize
and E. William Chapin '65 captured second.
Dexter S. Cook '65 was presented
the Delta Phi Alpha Book Prize.
The American Society of Mechanical Engineers awarded its prize
to David L. Rawlings '65.
Edward J. Mosher and Wilson
H. Taylor were awarded The Mary
Louise Guertin Actuarial Award
for 1964.
Peter S. C. Chang '68 received
Sargent Shriver, director of the program in the President's War
Office of Economic Opportunity,
on Poverty, is directed by Dr. the Chemical Rubber Company
and Goy. Frank B. Morrison of
Otis A. Singletary, chancellor of Science Achievement Award, .
Trinity College Library AssoNebraska, today announced that a the University of North Carolina
ciates Student Book Collectors
contract agreement has been at Greensboro.
Prizes were given to Roger M.
reached for the operation of a Job
Dr. Bennetta B. Washington, di- Bernstein '65, first place; Thomas
Corps center for women in Omaha.
rector of the women's centers F. Getzendanner '68, second place;
This center wilj provide basic
and an authority on educating diseducation and work training for1 agreement for the Omaha center and Peter J. Knapp '65, third
young women 16 through 21 who are is with the Burroughs Corporation, place.
The Glee Club presented The
out of school and out of work.
The plan is subject to the ap- Charles
Byron Spofford, J r .
The Job Corps, a major youth
proval of Governor Morrison.
Awards to Gilbert G. Campbell
'67, Roland R. Carlson '65, and
Mark E. Johnson '65.
James S. Hiatt '65 was awarded
the Helen Loveland Morris Prize
in Music.
The Sage Allen Art Award was
9
presented to Thomas E. Galvin
'65.
John H. Chatfield '65 was given
the Human Relations Award.
The Alpha Chi Chapter of Theta
Xi fraternity received the Richard
P. Horan
Memorial Trophy,
awarded to the fraternity which
contributes most to the Hartford
community during the academic
year.
Rockefeller Brothers Theological
' Fellowships for 1965-66 were awarded to seniors Peter W. MeCalmont and Riess W. Potterveld.
Kevin D. Sweeney '65 received
a University of Chicago Law School
Basement Cook A
scholarship grant.

Women's Job Corps Center
To Be Opened in Omaha

TRINITY CAMPUS LAUNDRY

Don * Waste lime
Packing And Moving
Your Winter Garments.
Use Our Free Box
Storage Service
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Quadruple Piscicide
Detected in Garden
Four goldfish were brutally murdered in a nocturnal soaping of the
Chapel pool Wednesday after the
Medusa Tapping.
Awakened early Thursday morning by Chapel janitors, The Rev.
Alan C. Tull, chaplain, was told
that some fiends had poured soap
into the pool of the newly completed Funston Memorial Garden.
He instructed them to "Drain it."
The Chaplain, who had placed
the four small goldfish in the
pool only on the afternoon before
the crime, commented that the
murderers probably did not know
that the small fish were in the
pool. He said that investigations
would not be held.

Discipline...
(Continued from Page 1)
and expect a fraternity officer to
see that his brother keeps within
the rules.
"This is going to take some
doing," Dean Vogel noted, but "this
is a place where we will care for
one another."
"There has to be some faith...
that needs to be developed as a
part of the educational process,"
he added.
He said the system was constructed under the assumption that
"people do not need to be reported very often."
Important, he continued, is the
"notion of self-control, self discipline, of the creating of something we found very hard to put
into words."

THE TRINITY TRIPOD
The following budget was submitted last night by the Senate
Budget Committee as its final report^of. the year. The Senate
was expected to approve the budgets as suggested by the Committee for each of the Senate-sponsored extra-curricular activities.
Organization

1964-1965

AIESEC
Archive
Atheneum
Band
Campus Chest
Carilionneurs
Chamber Players
Economics Club
Film Society

$ 40
1200
1250

OCA

French Club
Glee Club
International Students
Intramural Council
Ivy
Jesters
Medusa

Outing Club
Philosophy Club
Pipes and Drums
Political Forum
Psychology Club
Rifle Club
4eview
Senate
Spanish Club
Sports .
Tripod
WRTC-FM

M3 He. M

OF 6IRL1H5 EVENT
A 6RAMT A
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IV

25

40
30

6000
1500

6500
1800

75

79
170
100
500
100
40

70
130
100
450
75
40

1600
1660

2000
1700

100
91

100

4115
3365

90
4300
3400

325,888

$26,363

Senate Discusses Lectures,
B-Ball,Old Cave, Machines
More vending machines, the Sen- new buildings present their ideas
ate Lecture series, the possibility ' of what they are trying to accomof broadcasting Trinity basketball plish on the Trinity campus.
games, and the possibility of con- Thomas_ R._j?asj:ore_J67 reported
verting the Old Cave into a rath- . oh" "the possibility orbroadcasting
skeller were some of the topics Trinity basketball games over a
brought up at last week's Senate local AM station, possibly WPOP
meeting.
or WEXT. The main difficulty
The Senate unanimously adopted a seems to be In finding a sponsor.
resolution urging the adminlstra- . Frederic B. Sargent '66 reported
tion t 0 install 18 new vending on the possibility of converting the
machines at various locations a- Old Cave Into an all-men's rathround campus next fall.
skeller. He said that many faculty
The machines, principally coin members were enthusiastic about
changers and milk and sandwich the proposal but that the main
machines, would be placed in Jones problem would be in getting a perHall, Mather Hall, Jarvis base- mit from the State to sell beer,
ment, Cook B basement, and North since the College Is neither a club
Campus. The possibility of plac- nor a tavern.
ing vending machines in South
Rodman E. Van Sciver '66, in
Campus will be looked into after reporting on the last All-College
the buildings are completed.
Forum concerning the role of the
Next semester's Senate Lecture Chapel, stated that the small atseries will consist of three lec- tendance of about 20 people could
tures to be given on the tenta- be taken as an "example of student
tive dates of Sept. 30, Oct. 14, apathy toward subjects not directly
and Dec. 9. Speakers are still concerning them."
being chosen.
It was also announced that McOne idea is to have the archi- Cook will again be open during
tects who are working on the final exams for studying.

16 Engineering
Students Honored
At Hallden Lunch

Sixteen engineering students were
Cup to D Phi honored
at a luncheon given,
Wednesday by Mr. and Mrs. Karl
W. Hallden at the Waterbury
Spiritual
Country Club.
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FEIFFER

Delta Phi captured the IFC Sing
Mr. Hallden, a Life Trustee of
trophy in the 22nd annual singing the College, is president of the
competition Wednesday night. Rob- Hallden Machine Co. in Thomaston.
ert Morris ' 16, Life Trustee of The students were given a tour of
the College, donated and awarded the Hallden Company and shown a
film of the company's engineering
the cup.
D Phi sang a Negro spiritual,' laboratory and its programs.
"Steal Away" and their fraternity
The students present were Gordon
song, "My Brothers, When I'm Boultbee '65, David Denby '65,
No Longer with You." Alpha Delta Rush LaSelle '65, Joe McDaniel
Phi copped second place perform- '65, Richard Meek '65,,J. Roberto
ing their fraternity Song, "A Gay Crellana '65, Seymour Perkins
Gallant Ship," and a rendition of '65, David Rawllngs '65, Klmzey
Rhine '65, Harvey Silverraan '65,
"Greensleeves."
Q.E.D. though having won the %Daniel Guenther '65, and James
competition for the last two years, Emmett '65.
came in third with the Q.E.D.
Five students in the five-year
song, and a version of "Shenan- engineering program were also
doah."
'
honored. They were Laurent DesPi Kappa Alpha was awarded" Champs '64, Jeffrey Foster '64,
fourth place with "The Animals Donald McLagen '64, Charles Ronare Coming," and Phi Kappa Psi, , caioli '64, and Ronald Yates '64.
featuring their "Pieht Sonej."
Attending from the college in adplaced fifth.
dition to a number of faculty mem.Alpha Chi Eho had a little trouble bers were: President and Mrs.
starting "This Land is Your Land" Alber t C. Jacobs; John F. Butbut came through with their house ler, director of placement; Robsong," Alpha Chi," which featured ert C. Harron, director of cola strong harmony and "interesting" lege relations, and Mrs. Harron;"'
syllable arrangement. Although Kenneth C. Parker, director of
they finished last, St. Anthony's public relations, and Mrs. Parker;
presented an original fraternity Dean and Mrs. Robert M. Vogel,
song, "Zit, Zit," lamenting the and John A, Mason, alumni sec, • <
woes of those afflicted with acne. retary.

Muir...
(Continued from. Page 1)
of 1969, and that as in the past,
about 28 percent of them will be
scholarship students.
To finance the new scholarships
required for the larger class, Mr.
Mulr said, "well over $100,000"
has been added to the scholarship fund.
Acceptances on early decision
were fewer this year, he commented; however, the number of
National Merit scholars coming
here next year has .jumped up
considerably. Mr. Muir said that
as many as five or six may be
in next year's class.
Some 225 more applications were'
received for the Class of '69
than for the present Freshman
Class, but Mr. Muir said that
having to choose 330 qualified
candidates this year equalized any
selectivity rise that might have
been provided by the rise in applications.
He added that we are getting some
very fine • athletes who "should,
make Mr. Jesse •happy."

FOR YOUR CAS; —
Wi+h
Student Identification
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Students to Get Cut Rates
From Hartford Symphony
Students will be able to buy
season tickets to the eight r e gular
Hartford Symphony Orchestra concerts of the 1965-1966
season for prices ranging from
$12.00 to $6.00, depending on the
location of the seats. Regular season tickets cost from $20.00 to
$10.50.
Appearing with the Hartford Symphony during the coming season
will be soprano Elizabeth Schwarzkopf, cellist Leonard Rose,
violinist Nathan Mllstein, and

how did

happen?
Look closely.
Whoever polished off that glass of beer was a real beer drinker.
Someone who uses the swallow approach. Not a sipper. Sipping',
you see., is for wine. It's the best way to appreciate the delicate
taste of a fine.vintage. But not beer.
Especially not Budweiser®. Budweiser is a hearty drink brewed
with lots of character, and the best way to enjoy it is to drink
it. (Not chug-a-lug, either . . . just good healthy beer-drinker's
swallows.)
Try this. Take a clean glass . . . say a twelve or fourteen-ounce
size. Rinse it out with cold water. Open a can or bottle of the
King of Beers and pour it right down the middle so that you get
a good head of foam.
Now . . . take a big drink. No sips.
Good? You bet. This is how beer should taste. Budweiser gives
•you a taste, smoothness and drinkability you'll find in no other
beer at any price. Our exclusive Beechwood Ageing with natural
carbonation has a lot to do with it. This is the slow, finicky way
to brew beer. Expensive, too . . . but the results are worth it.
So please, after we go to all this trouble, pour your Budweiser
with a flourish. Drink it with a flourish.
And maybe a pretzel.

it's worth it... it's Bud
ANHEUSER-BUSCH. INC. . . S T . LOUIS - N E W A R K

. LOS ANGELES • T A M M

. a n d s o o n HOUSTON.

TEXAS

pianists Jacob Latelner, Beverldge
Webster and Rudolf Firkusny.
In addition to the eight regular
concerts, the Hartford Symphony
Orchestra and Chorale will present on December 12 L'ENFANCE
DU CHRIST by Hector Berlioz.
Students can obtain season tickets
that admit them to the special
concert for from $1.50 to $1.00
over the cost of the eight regular
concerts.
During its 1965-1966 season, the
Hartford Symphony Orchestra will
play the following works:

Bach:

Brandenburg Concerto No. 5 in D Major

Bach-Webern:

Ricercare from Musical Offering

Barber:

Overture to the School for Scandal

Bartok:

Piano Concerto No. 3

Beethoven:

Piano Concerto No. 1 in C Major

Beethoven:

Symphony No. 2 in D Major

Beethoven:

Symphony No, 9 in D Minor "Choral"

Berlioz:

"L' Enfance du Christ"

Bloch:

"Schelomo" Rhapsody for Cello and Orchestra

Brahms:

Piano Goncerto No. 1 in D Minor

Brahms:

Symphony No. 4 in E Minor

Debussy:

Nocturnes (Nuages and Fetes)

Dvorak:

Symphony No. 7 in D Minor (Old No. 2)

Franck:

Symphony in D Minor

Haydn:

Symphony No. 98 in* B Flat Major

Koda"ly:

Summer Evening

Mahler:

Symphony No. 4 in G Major

Mozart:

Ch'io mi scordi di te (Concert aria)
"E amore un ladroncello" from "Cosi fan
tutte, K. 588

Mozart:

Symphony No. 29 in A Major K. 201

Mozart:

Symphony No. 38 in D Major, K. 504
"Prague"

Poulenc:

"Gloria"

Schubert:

Overture in Italian Style in C Major

Sibelius:

Symphony No. 7 in C Major

Stravinsky:

Le Sacre du Printemps

Tchaikovsky:

Violin Concerto in D Major

Webem:

Passacaglia

'Umbrellas' Mixes Color,
Music and Sentimentality
Three .of the most undesirable
things that can be found in a movie
are brilliant and artificial color,
Lawrence Welk-style. music, and
a sentimental plot. The movie
THE UMBRELLAS OF CHERBOURG, now playing at the Rivoll
Theater, has all three, and therefore the reviewer who panned it
last week in this Arts Section
could find lots of justification
But somehow THE UMBRELLAS
OF. CHERBOURG Is not a bad
movie. Indeed, it is more than just
not bad, it is tremendously good,
beautiful, artistic and enjoyable
The color, the sentimentality, and
the music, which would be unendurable separately, blend perfectly to make a unified and entertaining whole.
Ordinary color in movies has the
defect of being artificial and unrealistic. It makes everything
bright, beautiful and false and thus
ordinarily is suited only for
childish movies like MARY POPThe director of THE UMBRELLAS OF CHERBOURG r e cognized the artificial nature of
mm color, and he managed to take
advantage of it. He threw reality
completely out the window and
made his movie a riot of reds
greens pinks, and blues. Nothing
is dark, dirty or in the shade
For a movie whose people and plot

the audience is supposed to take
seriously, this would be disastrous, but everything in THE
UMBRELLAS OF CHERBOURG is
light and sentimental, so the brilliant color adds just to the effect.
The plot is full of sentimental.
cliches. A French boy and girl
fall in love. He is drafted into the
Algerian war and she finds she is
pregnant, she marries someone
else, and after he comes back, he
does too. In a realistically made
movie this would be ridiculous, but
this plot fits THE UMBRELLAS
OF CHERBOURG perfectly.
But the dialogue of the plot would
be laughable if it was spoken in
the ordinary dramatic fashion. But
It is not spoken. Every word in the
entire movie is sung to music that
has no artistic value, but which fits
the rest of the movie perfectly.
Don't miss it,
K.S.

'No Exit' in Chapel
In Spite of Illness
"The Show must go on" tradition
'of the theater manifested itself
on campus Monday, May 10 when
the Image Players went on in their
production of Jean Paul Sartre's
NO EXIT in the Chapel in spite of
the loss of their leading man. Bruno
Utlee at the last moment took over
the role of Garcin from Hal Dorsey.
who was ill.
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Films

Auxter Pan of 'Markings* Questioned;'

'Stranger 9 Not Obscene Hammarskjold Called Poet and Prophet
The movie
A STRANGER
KNOCKS, now playing at the Art
Cinema, is a simple morality play
in both plot and form. It attempts
little but is completely successful
in what it tries.
It is set In Denmark in 1947. A
woman, whose husband was killed
in the war, lives alone by the sea.
A stranger arrives seeking shelter

Criticism
from the rain and eventually becomes the first man to sleep with
her since her husband died. Later
she discovers that he is guilty of
a brutal crime, and she must decide whether he will be punished.
A STRANGER KNOCKS uses many
old fashioned devices, as if it had
actually been made In 1947, but on
the whole it uses them well, its
camerawork is on occasion unsophisticated, using for example,
unsubtle hints about the characters' trains of thought and romantic shots of the sea. The characters' thoughts are also indicated
by their voices on the sound track.
The film's most unfortunate obsolete device is the fully orchestrated
background music, which tortures
one poor bassoon ten thousand
ways. On the whole, however, the
movie is extremely well made and
a pleasure to watch.
As a morality play, A STRANGER
KNOCKS, uses rather flat characters. By the end of the movie
they become spokesmen for philosophical viewpoints rather than
fully believable human beings. But
this is not a fault. EVERYMAN,
COSI PAN TUTTE, and WAITING FOR GODOT all use characters considerably more flat than
those in A STRANGER KNOCKS,
but are masterpieces nevertheless.
A STRANGER KNOCKS thus is
a well made minor movie, it has
received more attention than it
really deserves because it was
banned in New York state under a
procedure which was judged to be
unconstitutional by the Supreme
Court.
The scene which bothered the
New York censors was one which
depicts sexual Intercourse in a

Many Excellent
Films in Town
Today will be the last chance
for most Trinity students to see
the tongue-in-cheek James Bond
thriller DR. NO and FROM RUSSIA WITH LOVE now closing out
at the Strand Theater.
The Central Theater is showing
JOHN GOLDFARB, PLEASE
COME HOME, a senseless, disorganized comedy that deserves
far less attention from the moviegoer than it got from Notre Dame
University.
The Danish film A STRANGER
KNOCKS now showing at the Art
Cinema, is a well-made film which
was banned in New York state
because it contains a scene which
depicts the sex act (see review
in this section).
Jean-Paul Belmondo stars in
THAT MAN FROM RIO, one of
the best comedy-thrillers ever
made, now showing at the Webster Theater.
The Burnside Theater is now
showing ZORBA THE GREEK, in
which Anthony Quinn gives a splendid performance as a happy man
in remarkably sordid surroundings.

fairly exotic position. Ordinarily
the scene would simply have been
cut out of the film, but the director,
perhaps foreseeing this, made it
essential to the plot by having the
woman, in the middle of the scene,
discover who the man is by recognizing a scar on his arm.
It is impossible to imagine who
could possibly be moved to prurient
thought by that scene or by the
movie as a whole. The movie as
a whole is tasteful and restrained;
Indeed it is almost staid. The sex
scene is nowhere near as lead,
suggestive, or revealing as most of
the underwear ads in the NEW
YORK TIMES MAGAZINE. Apparently the New York censors
simply do not recognize the existence of sex.
Thus A STRANGER KNOCKS,
though not obscene, is well worth
seeing nevertheless. It is well
made, interesting, and poses a
complex moral problem. It is not
a great movie, but it is a good one,
and thus is far more enjoyable
than those movies which try to
be great and turn out to be great
failures.

by R. Douglas Cushman

It Is almost stupid to have to say
that a person reads a review to
find out whether he would enjoy
what is being reviewed. Thus, a
reviewer of a book, any book, has
a responsibility to his would-be
reader and to the author to make
known at the very beginning by what
standard a book is to be judged.
If no such statement accompanies
a review, then the reader must
assume that the reviewer thought
it unnecessary, that the reviewer's
opinions are in general agreement
with those of other men similarly
educated in the same culture.
This is not to say that a reviewer must have no original thoughts,
but it is to say that a reviewer for
a newspaper must have no original
standards unless he so informs his
readers.
Mr. Auxter, in his review of
MARKINGS by Dag Hammarskjold
in the May 11 Issue of the TRIPOD
did not so Inform Ms readers of
Ms standards until after they had
wasted their time reading to the
very end of Ms article, a work
written
not so much as a review
K.S.
but as a philosophical tract using
MARKINGS as a foil to expound
on the views of Ayn Rand.
He ignored Hammarskjold's great
and moving poetry near the end of
the book to harp on the sentimentality of Hammarskjold as a
by Steven R. Diamant
young man.
"Shakespearian" says Webster—1 And yet that the poetry is some"of, pertaining "to, or suggestive times great is, like Hammar of Shakespeare or his works; a skjold's philosophy, in the last anaShakespearian scholar; a specia- lysis, only secondary to the suclist in the study of the works of cess or failure of the book as a
Shakespeare." Saying that some- whole.
thing is Shakespearian is now al- MARKINGS is the personal hismost equal in scope to calling tory of the spiritual growth of a
something "bourgeoise." The tree
outside my window could be called
Shakespearian, Chekovian, Ivesian, autumnal, most anything,
What do these words mean—what
specific information can such a
by William F. Wharton
word possibly give? '
Shakespeare's peculiar genius is
being able to transform words' The Hartford Symphony Orprinted on a page into something chestra Concert on Saturday evevisual with unsurpassed clarity. ning brought to a close a weekThough plays are to be seen, it Is end of festivities for the Dedisometimes a help to know exact- cation of the Austin Arts Cenly what the words are doing. Such ter.
is the topic of the final Philosophy I thought the orchestra under the
Club lecture, "Some Exploration direction of Arthur Winograd playinto the Mind of William Shake- ed quite well. However, the prospeare" to be delivered by Mr. gram selections were somewhat
Robert Butman of Haverford Col- disappointing for such an occasion.
Each selection was supposed to
lege, in McCook Auditorium,
represent a facet of A, Everett
Thursday May 20 at 4 p.m.
Mr. Butman, like his subject, Austin's special interests in the
is clear and unpedantic. He will arts. However, the Inclusion of
deal with the word magic of cer- such a light work by Copland •
tain of the Sonnets and later plays. failed to satisfy my ears as an
Mr. Butman's own experience example of America's most inwith Shakespeare has been a long fluential serious composers.
The selection by Corelli im one. He has produced Shakespeare plays for years. His lec- mediately demonstrated that Mr.
tures at Bryn Mawr and Haver- Winograd has done many fine tMngs
ford are always brilliant. This •with string section of the Hartford Symphony, and especially
one should be no less so.
with the eelll. But unfortunately
the Goodwin Theater gives a dull,
muted sound, much like that of
s the Bushnell Memorial.
Stravinsky's neo-classical ballet
"Apollo Musgete" Q.928) followed
The work was one of several
pheus") of the ancient Greek influence in Stravinsky's work.
MUSIC
THE PHILADELPHIA OR- "Apollo Musgete" also marked
beginning of Stravinsky's colCHESTRA-conducted by Eug- the
laboration with the choreographer
ene Ormandy, Bushnell Mem- George Balanchine.
orial, Friday, May 21, 8:15 p.m. "Fugue No. 2 for orchestra"
by Virgil Thomson demonstrated
one modern approach to the strict
DRAMA
contapuntal form of fugue.
The "Music for Movies" by CopTHE TEMPEST-Hartford Stage
Company, Kinsley Street at land was most entertaining with
its "New England Countryside,"
Constitution Plaza, through "Barley
Wagons," "Sunday TrafMay 30.
fic," "Story of Grover's Corners,"
and "Threshing Machine." But why
ART
should this be the "Mghlight" of
the program? I had hoped that a
WHISTLER'S MOTHER--"Ar- more significant work would be
fangement in Grey and Black performed. Nevertheless, the orNo. 1," by James McNeill chestra rendered it very effect.
fi'histler, on exhibition at the ively.
A delightful "Serenato Notturna,
Tapestry Hall, Wadsworth AthK. 239** concluded the program.
eneum through May 30.

man, and how accurately and movingly this history is written is the
only legitimate standard by which
this book can be judged. That Hammarskjold's philosophy does not
agree with Auxter Is irrelevent in
judging whether this book is successful as a work of art I
That the sentimentality has an
artistic purpose, that there is a
difference between tMngs too
easily felt and things felt after
much meditation and pain is beyond Mr. Auxter. And It is quite
obvious to any even moderatly sensitive reader that the last 60 pages
of the book are beyondMr, Auxter.
In a way, it Js very disturbing
that a philosophy can dim one's
aesthetic pleasure. And it has always been true. But how blind a
man must be to. say, "All that can
be discovered In Hammarskjold's

random jottings...Is the syrupy
nonsense of the Sunday school
moralists and the nauseating altruism which permeates the pleadings of those who urge for nations
to unite."
Could not Mr. Auxter even smile
when he read;
"The madman shouted in the
market place. No one stopped to
answer him. Thus it was confirmed that his thesis was incontrovertible." Or could he not see
anything in:
Trees, waters, crescent moon—
• All things tonight
In shivering osmosis.
Or could he not see anything im
The cicadas shrieked
As the glowing sky consumed
Their last evening
Or perhaps Mr. Auxter did not
see the last 60 pages, I hope so.

Butman to Talk
On Bard's Art

1. Now that graduation's getting
close, have you given any
thought to the kind of work
you'd like to do?
I want to work for
The Good of Mankind.

2.1 might have suspected.
I'll probably grow
a beard.

Austin Concert
Somewhat Dull

'

4. What do you expect to earn?
3. Is it required?
All I ask is the satisIt helps. And I'll certainly
faction of knowing
need a pair of sandals.
I'm helping to Build
. a Better World,

What's On
In Hartford

6, You don't need them in
5. I'll be doing much the same
Equitable's development
thing. I've also lined up
program. All you need is
a job that affects society in
an appetite for challenge
a positive way. And if I do
and responsibility, and
good, I'll move up, and my
the desire to do the best
decisions will be even more
important in the scheme of things. possible job. The pay is
tops, too.
But where's your beard?
You know, I'm afraid a
What about sandals?
beard would itch—could
you get me an interview
with Equitable?
Fur complete information about career opportunities at Equitable, see
your Placument Officer, or write to Edward D. McDougol, Manager,
Manpower Development Division.
The EQUITABLE Life Assurance Society of the United States
Homo Office: 1285 Ave. of the Americas, New York, N. Y. 10019

An Equal Opportunity Employer

©Equitable 1963
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Clay-List on
On Mather T.V.

xtnzn

LIBRARY
Library Hours - June 1965

June 4
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
June 5 arid 6
CLOSED
fall these seven men were placed
In the most disagreeable and hyJune 7 and 10
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
pocritical position of enforcing
June 11
8:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
To the Editor:
strictly and without discretion a
June 12
9:00 a.m. - 5':00 p.m.
regulation imposed by the College
June 13
9:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
I cannot understand why you with which, per se at least, they
8 30
include the Government Depart- and the student body were not,
June 1 4 - 1 8
= a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
ment in your list of those large and probably never will be, In June 19 - 20
•
CLOSED
departments that cluster their complete agreement. The philoJune
21
25
<'••
8:30
a.m.
4:30
p.m.
courses around favored hours and sophy behind the regulation itself,
June 26 - 27
CLOSED
days. The Government Department I feel, was sound. The methods of
is not a large department and enforcement and the penalties ImJune 28
Summer School Schedule Starts
courses are distributed as equal- posed were detrimental to both
ly as possible from 8:30 to 2:30 the student body and the Medusa.
SUMMER SESSION (June 28 - September 3, 1965)*
and between Monday, Wednesday, Working under this internal and
Friday, and Tuesday, Thursday, external stress and with little if
Saturday. Next year three of the any "administrative guidance," the Monday through Friday
;
8:30 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
five members of the department Medusa as a body performed reSaturday
10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
will be teaching Tuesday, Thurs- markably well, a credit to the
day and Saturday and only two integrity of each of those seven
Sunday
4:00 p.m. - 10:00.p.m.
Monday, Wednesday, Friday. Such individuals,
trivial imbalance as exists is alFrom a student's viewpoint much
*Exceptions:
most entirely due to the fact that
I shall be on sabbatical in the Jail credit is also due the administraterm. Even a cursory glance at the tion for their willingness to work
1. Week-end between Terms
announcement of courses would closely with the students towards
. July 30
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Pi Kappa Alpha has elected the have shown all of this to be so. alleviating such student unrest.
July 31
CLOSED
following officers: President,
Amidst the perplexing confusion
Christopher McCurdy '66; ViceAugust 1
CLOSED
and turmoil of adjustment to new
Rex G. Neaverson responsibilities, many adminPresident, James Jacobson '66 j
2. Last Dav of Summer School
Secretary, Charles Kurz, II '67j Associate Professor ofGovernraent istrators demonstrated a deep reSept. 3
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Treasurer, John E. Dombroskl
serve of patience and perceptive
JULY 5 IS NOT A HOLIDAY - USUAL HOURS
(The government depart'67; Assistant Treasurer, Paul R.
understanding in working towards
Watkinson Library
Kroekel >67j Sergeant-at-Arms, ment was included because the
solutions of these problems. A
Monday through Friday
9:00 a.m. - 12 noon
William Siegfried '67; and Steward Recorder's Report lists the de- manifestation of this harmonious
Robert M. WMte '66.
effort
is
the
Senate-sponsored
pro1:00 p.m. - 4:30 a.m.
partment as one of the larger
posal of rewritten regulations and
BETWEEN
SUMMER
SCHOOL
AND
FALL
SEMESTER
ones. Furthermore, next seredefined student responsibility to
mester,
of
the
courses
below
be
presented
to
the
Trustees
In
^..^..^^^j^Plg^.lg:^^
Sept. 4
CLOSED
the 400-level fas the ed- June.
Sept.
7
and
10-..
8:30
a.m.
-4:30
p.m.
itorial in question stated,),
Student self-government and selfCLCISED
discipline is a unique and growing Septl 11 and 12
80 per cent of the government
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
tradition at Trinity. It is my hope Sept. 13 - 17 ....
department • courses meet at
9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
that this trend will aid in creat- Sept. 18
what appear to be the more ing our "sense of community" so Sept. 19
2:00 p.m. -9:00 p.m.
desirable times.—-Ed.)
necessary to an expanding liberal Sept. 20
Resume Regular Hours
arts institution.
Sandy Evarts '66
Leonard R. Tomat, director of
Mather Hall, has announced that
the Casslus Clay-Sonny Llston
championship fight will be shown
on subscription television in
Mather Hall on Tuesday, May 25
at 10:30 p.m.
Following the light, there will
be a special movie called "A
fighting Champion" with Joe
Louis.
Mr. Tpraat said that an admission charge of 25$ will be asked
to help defray the cost of a new
television set which the Mather
Hall Board of Governors has decided to buy.

Trivial

Pi Kappa
Alpha

IHHB
iiliililiii!

Credit

To the Editor;

Presents Silver Bowl

I am writing this letter because
I feel some credit is due where
it is not usually given. Let me
explain.
Each year following semester
by Noel Notlush
break, the TRIPOD carries an
Sunmula caused a major upheaval
abundance of articles indicative
Mr. Charles Sunmula '40, a Rye, on the campus by unionizing the
of undergraduate criticism and N.Y. junkman, has been selected janitorial staff and obtaining for
unrest. The student body in general as "Alumnus of the Year" by the each janitor his personal trash
becomes aroused over such issues College, it was announced today. barrel. He campaigned under the
as -student rights, aquiescent
President of the Class of 1940, slogan "To Thine Own Salvage Be
Senate, Medusa "gestapo" tactics, Mr. Sunmula presented in March True."
unrealistic administrative at- the class gift of a silver toilet
A member of the acolytes, a
titudes, and so forth. Ultimately, bowl with a lavender seat for crucifer, and chairman of the Vesthis proves beneficial and reward- Alumni Hall. The cost of the gift, try,' he organized the first Embassy
ing to all those concerned, and it which culminates 25 years of gift- Program-"God is My Own Peris good to see the campus as a giving, was not disclosed. :
: sonal Credit Card." A graduate of
whole become highly critical of
A six-year fine arts student, Mr. Slippery Rock Business School,
itself at least once a year.
Sunmula was* the Medusa's only Mr. Sunmula distinguished himself
In retrospect of this past year two-time winner as he served on it by getting the Protestant Episcopal
I would like to offer, for, what it his last two senior years. Captain Church to accept credit card payis worth, a note of congratula- of the football, swimming, and ments for alms-giving as his major
tions to the old Medusa, Last baseball teams for four years, he
saw action In the Pacific during
the Second World War as a dodoSTUDY
bird chaser from the runways on
THIS SUMMER
. . .
Midway Island.
'
in the Nation's Capital!
The original class gift was to be
a sundial set for daylight savings
time. It was vetoed after a vote
To emphasize educational law,
disclosed that 78 per cent of the Education 570 is acting out a preclass advocated the repeal of the cedent—setting case. The case,
daylight savings time laws. "If Roughy Recalcitrant, et alia Vs.
God in his mystical knowledge had Vera L. Strong, brings out both
wanted the cows and men to get the problems of corporal discipline
up earlier. He would have done so," and saluting the flag.
interjected one student from' The plaintiffs allege that because
Putney, Vermont.
Roughy Recalcitrant Jr. refused
During his stay at Trinity, Mr. to salute the American Flag in
classroom morning exercises, the
defendant
made slurring remarks
UNDERGRADUATE AND
about the student's family and its
GRADUATE PROGRAMS
loyalty to the United States, emFULLY ACCREDITED
barrassing the Plaintiff before his
Special courses in Government, Polities,
classmates.
International Relations, Business and
When the Plaintiff further reother Social Sciences.
fused to. salute the flag, and chalTWO 5-WEEK DAY SESSIONS
lenged the defendant to make him
Mon. June 21st—Wed. July 28th
Thurs. July 29th—Wed. Sept. 1st
do so, Mr. Strong struck the stuONE 8-WEEK EVENING SESSION
dent across the land with a steel
Mon. June 21st—Wed. Aug. 18th
ruler, breaking two of the plainALL AIR-CONDITIONED
tiff's fingers.
CLASSROOMS & DORMITORIES
The plaintiff was expelled from
For additional information and Bulletin,
write:
school to the exclusion of his
Director, Summer Sessions
right to a free public education,
The American University
and he requests $20,000 damages.
Mass, and Nebr. Aves., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20016
Various students take the parts
of the plaintiff, the defendant, the
THE
lawyers, thesargeant-at-armsand
the clerk.
U3STIVEK.SITY
Dr. Richard K. Morris, associate
Where W'nild F.t'cnls &
professor of education and inStudents Meet
structor for the class, dressed in

Junkman Named Alumnus of Year
project during his graduate studies. He also advised the Church
to keep the pews clean, purchase
new hymnals yearly and issue to
the parishioners buttons labeled
"He Tries Harder."
After graduating from Slippery
Rock, Mr. Sunmula joined the New
Haven Railroad, became a vicepresident of the company in 1954,
and resigned to assume his present'
position in 1961.
. The silver toilet bowl was Christ-1
ened at the champagne party Fri-'
day night celebrating the dedication of the Austin Arts Center. It
is how on display there.

Graduate Education Class
Studies Legal Precedent

AT THESE FINE STORES
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somber black robe acts as the
judge. He feels that this dramatization "emphasizes the student's
knowledge of educational law."

NSF to Buy
$8,000 Tester
' An $8,000 grant from the National Science Foundation will be
matched by the College to buy an
Instrom Materials Testing Instrument for the Hallden Engineering
Laboratory, it was announced last
week.
The instrument has been ordered
so that it will be available for the
1965 Summer Engineering Laboratory for high school students, which
runs from June 28 through August
20.
August Sapega, associate professor of engineering and director
of the Materials Section of the
summer laboratory said, "This
instrument gives the department a
new capability in material testing.
The instrument will electronically
provide the students instantaneously with results during the testing Itself."
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Austin Arts Center

Education's Dual Role
Have, Use Experience
(Dr. Charles H. Morgan, who received an honorary Doctor of
Letters Degree from Trinity Saturday and ivho is visiting Chairman of the department of the arts, gave the following address at
the dedication of Austin Arts Center Saturday.)

,,.The revolution in academic
thinking that brought the Arts to a
respected position in the Curriculum Is entirely the product of our
own times. In its own small way
this change was comparable to
that achieved by Adartis and Jefferson. There was nothing really
wrong then with the Colonial system, but It could be made better.
No one would now seriously consider dropping the three "R's"
from modern college requirements, yet there are other equally
valid ways to approach the educational process, and these the
Arts can supply.
What is the educational process?
What are Its limitations, and what
are its goals?
Plato's fascinating dialogue, "The
Meno," provides the answer to the
first part of the problem. We would
all agree with Socrates that the
quality of "virtue," that is to say
"Genius," cannot be taught. The
basic mixture of intelligence and
will present in every man is
there before he is born, and we
cannot add to it or detract from
it or alter it in any way. The
word "creativity" is to me the
most arrogant and stupid word
current In our vcabulary. In education we do not presume to create minds; we do our best to develop the Inherent capacities of
each mind that chances to come
our -way.
Ours Is, nevertheless, the most
responsible task in the world —
the shaping of the human mind. It
is still in malleable form when
we meet It. Soon after, It becomes
fixed in whatever mould we have
given it...
IT IS OUR academic responsibility to shape the Individual brain
to realize its own peculiar potential to its fullest capacity. The student has only four years to experience the process. Our own
opportunity to mould him may be
limited to one. Hence the teacher
must be as perceptive, forceful
and sure as a neurological surgeon. And no two minds are alike.
The brain, as it appears in scientific drawings, is a series of curvilinear substances that seem to
echo the languorous "dolce far
niente" of the "Barcarolle" from
"Tales of Hoffman." It is our task
first to stimulate this indolent
coil into the vibrancy of a startled
rattlesnake, and then train it to
spring in a benign direction. A
. delicate task to be sure, but an
essential one. For this, we must
use every provocation within our
power, and every skill for its
proper aim.
.
When a student enters college he
can presumably read and write,
although usually in an illegible
hand; and he has arithmetic and
plane geometry. Adams and Jefferson, with little more than these
tools, readied a nation for a great
future, one so secure that even
Adams' dream for the Arts is
rapidly becoming a'national reality.
•-.'
:: •
The accepted arrival of the Arts
on the academic scene naturally
brings satisfaction to one who has
spent a half century in their study;
but It poses a question as well.
Why has their recognition been
so long delayed? In the last analysis, what is education but communication of ideas, and the training
that makes this communication
possible? And in spite of the dictum that the Arts are "Expression," I still insist that "Expression" PER SE has no more to
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do with art than have the blaclc
streamers of burned fuel trailing
the take-off of a modern jet with
the plane's destination. Art is communication, communication that in
its lowest form, is purely by
. the senses, communication by
ideas in its highest. Certainly
, art was so regarded when it first
began in the smoky caves of Southern France and Spain. The cave
man had no vocabulary as such,
it would be millennia before he
could write, and his mathematics
consisted in the simple computation of whether he had had enough
or not for dinner. Yet he regarded the artist as sufficiently
important in the tribe's economv
to axfempi him from the hunt
the outcome of which determined
every one's survival.
THE ARTS' APPEAL is to the
same senses that language and literature employ, sound and sight.
• The daily bread of every teacher
comes from reading, •writing and
listening to the word. Yet there
are other less limited ways of
using one's eyes and ears. For
example, think of the color red,
pure red, pale red, dark red,
red faintly tinged with yellow,
more strongly stained, dull, brilliant, in between; and yet with
these images in. mind, brie has
hardly begun to list the capacities
of red to turn into orange, I
looked up "Red" In Roget's THESAURUS where It is given half a
page of synonyms, and still barely
touches on the potential of a single
color. Color, line, form, order
-- there Is no limit to the field.
Churchill's funeral was stately,
emotional, utterly magnificent to
to the eye and ear; yet the second movement of Beethoven's s
Third Symphony carries a grander message without respect to personality or time. And although
Shakespeare was the greatest
painter -with words the English

®

language has ever known, Lady
Macbeth's sleep-walking scene
is far. more powerful when experienced with the light, color,
sound and action of the stage than
as a simple text. Shakespeare,
like Aristophanes, wrote implicitly for the Drama; for the sound
and the motion that later playwrights like Ibsen and Shaw are
inclined to ignore, infatuated as
they are with their own capacity
for words.
Stimulus to awareness is implicit in education, and the arts
have their own peculiar goads
to achieve their ends. For surely
the ideal man is one whose experience Is vast and whose sensitivity is unlimited. His perceptivity to the whole of his environment should be as broad as
we and he can make it. The material is here, it is for us to
shape it as best we can by whatever means.
Awareness is not enough, for
alone it becomes a dead-end street.
Thus the role of education becomes
a dual one. The student must experience, but he must also use
his experience.
Knowledge, by Itself is nothing students has stock-piled a genmore than the accumulation of erous supply of knowledge, and then
all the experiences of the human has put his own ideas into cirrace. So much knowledge has al- culation. Gingerly, perhaps, and
ready been compiled that a single perhaps without lasting signiindividual can hope to acquire no ficance, he tests what he has
more than a fraction of it. Yet learned In his own fashion.
if by some miracle a man should
In this respect the Arts are no
find himself master of It all he different from other academic diswould discover that he was in ciplines. We expect essays in
possession of a gigantic library, courses in literature, and exa library in dead storage. His periments in all the laboratories.
situation would be comparable to In the Arts we demand the same.
that of the United States if all We ask for insight, for underthe gold in the world were ac- standing, and thenfor performance
cumulated and locked tip under- too. The student who has experground at Fort Knox. The govern- ienced the great sanguine draw- '
ment might be relieved for a ings of Michelangelo or the delimoment, but the rest of the-world cate perceptions of Whistler should
would already be in search of try his hand in emulation and
another essential metal for cir- allow. his failure to deepen his
culation.
understanding. And for those of
us who are puzzled, like Anna
Russell, as to exactly what on
KNOWLEDGE IS essentially tor- earth Rosencrantz and Guildenpid. One does not generate ideas stern are up to In "Hamlet," perby a process of parthenogenesis. haps the student might well learn
A man must have at least two the lines, and then put them to
ideas, and from these he must action on the stage.
summon up the will to generate
This dual role in education is
a third. It is the teacher's task now handsomely expressed in the
to ensure that every one of Ms

Austin Arts Center. And at a very

apposite time. Only a year and a
half ago President John Fitzgerald Kennedy stated: "I look forward to an America which will not
be afraid of grace and beauty,
which will protect the beauty of
our natural environment, which
will preserve the great old American houses and squares and
parks of our national past, and will
build handsome and balanced cities
for our future. I look forward to
an' America which will reward
achievement in the arts as we
reward, achievement in business
or statecraft. I look forward to
an America which will steadily
raise the standards of artistic
accomplishment and which will
steadily enlarge cultural opportunities for all of our citizens.
And I look forward to an America which commands respect
thoughout the world not only for
its strength but for its civilization as well."
His basic sentiment was that of
Adams, his final sentence a paraphrase of Jefferson; but unlike his
predecessors John Fitzgerald
Kennedy was speaking, not In private converse, but with the full
impact as President of the United
States, Taken as a whole the
implication of his statement is
that our government will lend a
helping hand to the Arts. And this
it will Inevitably do, although Its
normal experience Is merely that
of approving federal buildings and
their ornamentation, and commissioning sculptures of national heroes. We underwent one essay of
governmental aid to art during
the great depression, and some
found the experience as dismal
as have been most governmental
essays into the patronage of the
Arts. Yet we must face the future, a future into which the government is expanding rapidly over
more varied fields of activity year
by year. ,
WE, YOU AND I, are, in the
last analysis, the government of
the United States. What the government does Is our individual
and collective responsibility. When
the day comes, as it surely will,
when our elected representatives
legislate on the Arts, It is for us
to see that they are trained to
the fullest potential of their individual geniuses to deal intelligently with their problems.
The Austin Arts Center provides
the facilities for imparting a superior education in the Arts. It
is also designed to bring the Arts
and their meaning to a wider publie. May it contribute significantly in Its own special fields to
the education of the future so that
the destinies of the Arts will be
governed by perceptive hands.
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The Arts at Cherokee College
The TRIPOD asked me at very short notice to prepare an article on the Trinity Arts Center. The
pressure of other duties has made it impossible for me to write the article. However, several
months ago an old friend of mine, who has been teaching at Cherokee College in the Middle West,
sent me a letter describing the impact of the Cherokee Arts Center on the campus life there. 1 am
sure he would not mind my publishing it; and, since I am pressed for lime and the cautionary tale
he unfolds is not without interest,! have therefore decided to submit the letter in Ueu of an article.
"... Cherokee College opened Its
Arts Center five years ago. I am
sorry to say that its short history
has not been a happy one. Perhaps a recounting of what I take
to be the reasons for its disappointing record will be of some
value to you now that Trinity is
about to open its new arts center. For I fervently hope that history does not repeat Itself at Trinity. (This is rather presumptuous
of me to say, since. I am sure
that conditions at Trinity are quite
different from those obtaining1 at
Cherokee.)
"In the first place, a somewhat
academic comment: I have never
been convinced that it's a good
idea to have a college 'arts center', with all the excluslveness
and separation that that expression implies. It calls to mind
those Soviet 'Palaces of Culture'
which are usually anything but.
Art and culture, as any anthropologist will attest, permeate a
society. To set aside a building
and call it an 'arts center' is to
operate from a false premiss which
can only do harm to both art and
society. I realize I'm going against
the grain of current history in
registering this dissent, for arts
centers are springing up all over
the country under both private
and governmental auspices. (Horrible example number one: Lincoln Center.) I suppose they are
better than nothing, but I can't
help but think of them as pitifully Inadequate responses to America's long standing inferiority complex over its status in the
world of 'higher culture.' Ideally
there should be no need for an
arts center. Art should be recognized as symblotically linked to
the rest of society and not as
something set over against it.
Ideally a member of a college
community should be surrounded
by aesthetically pleasing objects
no matter where he is on campus.
(This is almost ludicrously untrue
at Cherokee; but I am sure the
architecture is much better at
Trinity.) Ideally a student should
be engaged in some form of creative activity every day, whether
it,be in the sciences or the arts
— preferably both. Of course you
need auditoriums, studios, and galleries; but why must they all be
in one place and why must it be
called an 'arts center?'
"IT WAS BELIEVED at Cherokee that the Arts Center would
awaken student interest in the
arts. There was a great deal of
oratory five years ago about 'the
whole man' by speakers, chiefly
administrators, whose conception of the whole man was probably that of one who still had
his appendix and tonsils. The real
significance of art is neither understood nor admired by the overworked and much harried Cherokee administrators. (But I am
sure that this cannot be true of
Trinity). The high hopes voiced
at the time have not been realized. If anything, student interest
in the arts has declined in the
intervening five years. The false
premiss mentioned above is perhaps at the root of the failure,
but more circumstantial reasons
than this can be given. I'll mention just a few.
"The powers that be (who, I
trust, are NOT ordained of God)
have constantly opposed having
controversial figures In the arts
visit the campus. They've especially objected to people who have
something new and radical to say
about the relationship between art
and society. Ayn Rand (whose odd
views are certainly not my own),
Paul Goodman, Herbert Read, and

—rD/\ Myron G. Anderson

Ernst Fischer have all been given
thumbs down for fairly obvious
reasons. Instead we have had a
procession of excruciatingly dull
but 'safe' academic peddlers of
the conventional wisdom and a
collection. of equally dull formal-:
1st critics. (1 am confident that
nothing like this would ever happen at Trinity.)
"I'm not, of course, in love with
novelty for the sake of novelty.
Indeed, some of my students and
a few of the faculty would judge
me to be hopelessly out of touch
with the latest developments in the
visual arts, music, and drama,
all of which they seize upon without any critical reflection. In my
opinion, this strident avant-gardism of assorted cliques and coteries of Cherokee students was in
part responsible for the failure of
the Arts Center. They, like the
formalist critics, repudiated the
idea of the human in art and provided the campus with talentless
displays of abstract impressionism, 'pop', and 'op.' I'll grant
that these genres in the right
hands have some minor value,
but It is sad to see students
so willing to let TIME MAGAZINE
dictate their tastes. One drawing
by Kollwitz or Steinlen is worth
everything Warhol and Lichtenr
berg have ever turned out, and
more besides. The popularity of
this type of art is perhaps due
to its Implicit suggestion that one
needs neither talent, training, intelligence, nor ideas to "be an
artist. It is not hard to see why
this would appeal to some. The
'theater of the absurd' has found
favor here, and for similar reasons. (It is rank old-fogeyism to
hanker after the works of Strindberg, Chekhov, and Pirandello -not to speak of Jonson, Webster,
and Tourneur.) Unfortunately, only the most trivial examples of
this imperfectly defined category
have reached Cherokee, so the
apathetic majority of students have
gotten the idea that the drama
itself is trivial and absurd. Thus,
a few relatively small but vociferous groups at Cherokee have
impoverished the range of the
school's exposure to art and drama. (But I am sure that nothing
like this would ever happen at
Trinity.) I am not arguing that
the main role of a campus arts
center is to revive and display
the classics. On the contrary, the

center should devote a. good part
of its time and area to the display
and presentation of new works by
the students themselves. They are
likely to be better than the dehumanized contemporary trivia
that are so much praised by incompetent popular critics.
"YOU MAY WONDER why the
powers that be oppose the social
thinkers who are outside the
mainstream, but countenance the
so-called avant-garde In paint ing, drama, and music. (Yes,
Cage has been here.) The answer can be put in the form of
a paradox; To be avant-garde
one must not be avant-garde.
Or, in plainer language: Artists
who pull the strings) toparaphra.se
who, by their insignificant but
highly saleable works degrade art,
are no
threat to the power
structure.
They are at worst
'apes' of the fat boys backstage
who pull the strings (toparaphrase
Augustine). Critics and artists
who are not willing to play the
game, who see in art a force for
revolution, are recognized as a
threat. Such subversives seldom
get to Cherokee to disturb the
fine young people here. (But I
am sure that such will not be the
case at Trinity )

"Censorship has been a major
problem at the Cherokee Arts
Center. Both 'Gypsy' and 'Pal
Joey when staged here had to be
toned down to suit some of the
coeds' mothers and other assorted
mothers. Plans for exhibitions
of paintings by Boucher and
Bouguereau were mysteriously abandoned, and readings of their
own works by LeHoi Jones and
Allen Ginsberg were vetoed by the
higher powers. (One wag said
it was because they both wear
beards.) Films in particular have
come in for heavy censorship. This
was after a band of enterprising
students managed to slip a showing
of 'Flaming Creatures' and 'The
Story of O'past the nodding authorities. There were the predictable
complaints and since then there's
scrutinizing
every film presentation at Cherokee. 'Un Chien
Andalou' was banned last year.
In the Drama Department tentative
efforts were made to put on 'The
Balcony, 'The Deputy, and 'The
Persecution and' Assassination of
Marat.etc.', but for some undisclosed reasons, such plans were
soon dropped. (Certainly things
like this would never happen at
Trinity.)
CHEROKEE HAS not been yery^
judicious in its apportionment of
funds for the arts. Its pennywise
Appropriations Committee spent
huge sums for the construction,
of the Arts Center, but did not
disburse the needed money to re r
pair the Chapel organ. There was
a scandal when the instrument
finally broke down in the middle
of a concert. (But surely such
a thing would never happen at
Trinity.)
"In sum, the arts are not flourishing at Cherokee, despite a fine
physical plant, a competent (but:
somewhat uninspired) faculty, and
a student body of considerable
potential. A number of the moat
talented students have left Cherokee without graduating. In my conversations
with them their
standard refrain is that Cherokee
has nothing to offer them, that
they can do better elsewhere—
either at some other college or
on their own. I could not entirely agree with them, but was
unable to make an effective reply.
What could I tell them? That the
intellectual discipline they will
acquire in college will become increasingly useful as they mature?
That a liberal education is intrinsically valuable? That they will
avoid making common mistakes in
their work by listening to their
professors? That a diploma is,
necessary for what passes for
success in ourworld? These arguments are quite unsatisfactory.
What in fact does college have to
offer
the young person with
superior talent in one of the arts?

The much vaunted discipline,
unless self-imposed, can be disasterous to a budding talent. Four
years of dull make-work and
shameful grade grubbing are
enough to kill any student's spirit.
Anyone with a library card and
ambition can acquire a liberal
education. And the best way to
learn is from one's own mistakes.
"Such melancholy reflections as
these lead me directly to the more
general question:
What does
college have to offer ANY student,
except that passport to a decent
job, the diploma? My answer,
very briefly stated is this: The
special function of a college education is (1) to provide a student
with experiences which serve as
occasions for Imagination and new
thought, and (2) to provide him
with the freedom to put the new
ideas to the test of further experience. If a college does not
provide both experience and
freedom, it's a diploma mill and
its students are wasting their
money and time by going there,
found outside of a college context,
school has nothing to do with its
being or not being a diploma mill.
Cherokee is small, private, and
ivy-covered, but it tends to be a
diploma mill.) I grant that occasions for new thought may be
found outside of a college content,
but only the very gifted will find
them In our society. The rest
will
become reacting (and
reactionary) automata when they
meet the direct and indirect buffets
of the economic and social system
that our orators declare ordained
by God. (I'm not talking about
the species, Capitalism, but about
the genus, Exploitatfonism --•
and that flourishes everywhere.)':
It goes without saying that the
commensurate freedom to experiment is almost always lacking1 for
both the exceptional and the
average. Ideally society would not
be so. Ideally all of society would
be as a college should be. In
fact, it is only In college that one
finds the POSSIBILITY of new experience and freedom for both the
exceptional and the not so' exceptional. It is there that even
minor talents MIGHT germinate,
to the ultimate consternation
of
'those In lawful authority.J Of
course, most colleges are diploma
mills, and even the best are pre^
vented from realizing their potentialities by their barbarous course
requirements, exams, and grading
systems. It is enough to make
the angels weep. These and similar
barbarities are obviously linked
to petrified tradition from within
the college and to economic and
political pressures from without,
While I would like to see changes
everywhere, all I am recommending here are changes in the colleges. Revolutionary changes have
(Continued on Page 10)
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Art Itself Beckons to
Appreciate Everything
by C h a p l a i n A l a n C. T u l l

prehending and participating in the
reality before us.
It is just such apprehension, such .
enjoyment, that art evokes from us.
Analyze as we may, in the end we
must lie back and enjoy Beethoven's Grosse Fugue or Van Gogh's
Starry Night. We are called back
from our abstractions and away
I should not like to suggest that from our manipulations to apartieither the arts or education are cipation in the wonder which we
coercive seduction, but I shall here encounter.
insist upon the point that thejtor mer
Real art moves beyond this, howcan contribute to the latter that ever. Having so entered into the
appreciation of enjoyment which experience of enjoyment In art,
means so much in that liberality we are turned back to the rest of
of life which is supposed to be the life to wonder in it. So much have
goal of education.
we been told that we must appreciate art that we have lost the
The college is a wordy society; possibility of realizing that art in
words are our business, and we itself is a call to appreciate everywork them for all that they are thing else. I have mused with Van
worth. We refine them, categorize
them, and, when this is not ade- Gogh over a canvas of a night's
quate, we replace them with even sky over a French village and have
more abstract symbols. Our job turned from this to wonder at the
is to clarify, analyze, systematize, same sky above Hartford. It may
and symbolize words with more even be that I shall eventually
words, with numbers, and with wonder at a soup can or a comic
letters. Our posture is that of ab- strip and all of the fantastic prostract manipulators, always seek- duf : a of our commerce. __ — «_
The Austin Arts Center is aplace
ing critical refinements.
to enjoy, for there we cannot be
forced simply to abstract and to
The danger in all of this lies in
analyze. In it we must stand back
the possibility that such activity
and ponder or sit back and 'appremay pass for life, or, more danhend the art it presents. Beyond
gerously, that in such activity life
this, however, lies the possibility
be passed by. In our striving for
accurate and precise words we are that, having begun there to engage
apt to lose the meaning of other- in enjoyment, we shall be tempted
to carry it out with us to an enwords, less definite but equally
joyment and wonderful apprehensignificant. "Wonder", "amazesion of the rest of the world.
ment," "musement," "appreciaSurely this is a large part of edtion," "enjoyment," all of these
denote the posture of actively apucation.
A bothered and bothersome woman is once supposed to have asked
an impatient English Bishop what
she should do if she were ever
raped and could not escape. The
bishop replied, "Madam, I suppose
that all you could do would be to
.
lie back and enjoy it."

Arts Center Attempts to Tantalize
"We win have to begin modestly," Professor George E, Nichols, III, Director of the Austin
Arts Center, observed after the
dedication ceremonies on Saturday. "But we do hope that next
year will be as exciting and tantalizing as our auspicious opening this year suggests."
"This building is most presumptuous," he noted, "and will demand
much imagination, talent, and hard
work to live up to its' expectations."
"For a start," he said, "we will
try in each semester to have at
least one professional musical event, one professional theater event, and constant art exhibitions
to present to the campus."
This will be in addition to the
regular
student- presentations
which will continue next year as
in the past but with some expansion, he added.
The new facilities offer the Jesters possibilities for expanded student-directed readings and original productions. The Glee Club will
expand its present program somewhat, and the hope is that Interest in some kind of chamber music
group can be generated.
"There is much talent on campus
that has been untapped that should
find a very pleasant and exciting
outlet in the Austin Arts Center,"
Mr. Nichols observed.
"And we also hope to stimulate
more of an interest in the arts
on campus and maybe help some
students discove-r interests or talents in the arts they never were
aware of."
Various programs are being
planned. For example, a Film Society will start this • summer, he
noted, for entertainment, but also,
hopefully, for "a more purposive
presentation of the cinematic arts
than has appeared on campus."
The Recreational Listening Room
will be equipped with a stereo
console and will house the library's
collection of recordings of the
spoken world," Mr. Nichols said,
A hand printing press has been
set up in the basement to be used
by interested students, and small
announcements and programs will
be printed there. There are also
plans of starting a small woodworking or lapidary shop on the
ground floor.
"We're experimenting now, and
will be for a while," Mr. Nichols
pointed out.
"The schedule we have now is
not necessarily the one we'll operate under next year. We expect
to use more of the building as
the demands increase. It is my
earnest hope and deepest wish
that students from all the arts
will be able to make extensive

and continuing use of the building."
"Our own program should eventually be large enough to keep the
building sufficiently busy," he remarked. "Any outside groups that
perform will be hired by the campus for the campus."
The building will also be used
during the summer months. This
year, a touring company from
Syracuse will present two avant

garde plays, and the Hartford F e s tival Orchestra will present their
summer program of four concerts
here in July.
"In short," Nichols said, "we
hope that the Arts Center will be
able to present an immensely stimulating program so that students
will want to work in and for the
Center as they develop their own
talents and interests in the arts."

'Not tit Trinity...
(Continued from Page 9)
to begin somewhere, and there is
perhaps' no more advantageous
place to start then in our institutions of higher learning. (Perhaps
the bedroom is a better place to
start, as someone once said. But.
that is a subject for another letter.)
• "THE ARTS CENTER at Cherokee
should have served the campus
as a major source of new ideas
and as a laboratory for their
testing.
For it As In the a r t s
and literature (more so than In
the sciences) (hat one can cultivate the uniquely human sense
of the possible. There testing can
be carried out without necessarily
bringing in the police and the F.B.I.
It is there that one experiences
as an earnest hope for the future
the rich variety that human society
should offer but doesn't. (Astute
authoritarians
from Plato to
Khrushchev and Cardinal Spellman have recognized this and tried
to impose rigid limits on artistic
expression, for only dehumanized
beings
are
fit subjects for
authority.) But at Cherokee, for
the reasons and in the manner outlined above, the Arts Center has
failed to play its necessary role.

the line. Students, faculty, and
administration—not to mention the
larger
world
of hypocrisy,
affluence, and the Cold W a r "Today it is a center for the have all had a share in bringing
'culture' seekers of the com- about this sOrry state of things.
munity, i.e., for those people who (I include myself in the general
believe that it is 'culture' which indictment.) Cowardice, laziness,
sets them apart from the vulgar emotionalism, and ignorance are
multitudes. Its movies, readings, not peculiar to any group. Those
plays, and exhibitions are all care- with greatest authority, of course,
fully precensored. The typical bear a large share of the blame.
lecture given In its auditorium But as I s*tid before, they are
has all the conviction of the State overworked and harried; they are
Department's White Paper on Viet- both victims and executioners.
"In conclusion, I'll let Herbert
nam. And most of the art
displayed there Is so dehumanized Read sum up what I've been trying
and dull that Tolstoy's Martian to say about art and society and
could never be made to under- about the failure of the Cherokee
stand why any attention whatsoever Arts Center.
is paid to it. (But I am sure
that nothing like this would ever
" 'Democrats agree about the
: happen at Trinity.)
stupidity of the authoritarian
"I don't want the foregoing r e "attempt to transform art into
marks to be construed as an inan Instrument of State power
dictment
of
anyone of any
and to regiment the artist1'—
particular
group at Cherokee.
I quote a typical formulation of
There has been failure all along
the charge. It would be merely

preaching to the converted to
discuss that aspect of the question. To those people and states
who persist in the regimentation of the artist we need address
only one question:
WHERE. THEN. IS.XDUR ART?
But let us turn to the beam in
our own eyes. Where, after all,
is OUR art? Picasso, do you
say? Braque, Corbusier, Kokoschka, Moore, Gropius—you
can take a dozen or a hundred
names and mix them in a salad
bowl with oil and vinegar and
then do you think you have a
culture? A culture is not expressed In the isolated achievements of a few individuals. A
culture is a unity of expression,
visible in the tilth of a landscape or the plan of a city,
in rituals and ceremonies, in
manners and monuments, in
color and In joy. A culture of
thatlcind, with Its attendant arts,
does not exist anywhere in the
world today. Culturally we are

dispossessed, or live on the loot
of the past. We stagger blindly
into ' a new _ age of darkness,
of vulgar oblivion, of mere utility
and ugliness.'"
Note: The author of this letter
has
since
resigned
from
Cherokee's
faculty.
Perhaps
Trinity would be interested in
offering him a job.
Editor:

Malcolm

N.

Carter;
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Seniors Award
Cooper, Smith
Faculty Prizes
Dr. George B. Cooper, professor
of history, and Paul Smith, associate professor of English, were
awarded the first annual Senior
Faculty Awards at the Class of
1965 Dinner Thursday in Mather
Hall.
The award, a $100 book purchasing prize to be spent to Increase their personal libraries, is
based on the criteria of "caliber
of teaching, academic contribution
to the college community, active
student-faculty relations and other
academic contributions,"
Forty-six members of the faculty
were nominated for the award by
the class of 1965 in a poll conducted earlier In the year. Some
of the faculty members were
nominated as many as eleven
times.
The nominations were reviewed
by a committee of five senior
ex-Senators who made the final
selection.
The new award, which replaces
the Senate Faculty Award, was
established because it was felt
it would provide more representation by the student body and thus
give the award more meaning.

Sikorsky.
(Continued from Page 1)
The war eventually brought Mr.
Sikorsky in 1923 to the United
States, where after a brief
teaching stint he began The Sikorsky Aero Engineering Corp.,
which in 1929 became a subsidiary of United Aircraft.
It was on Sept. 14, 1939 that he
launched his VS-300 helicopter a
few feet off the ground to give
the Western hemisphere its first
practical helicopter. Within two
years of rapid development, the
craft had broken all the world's
helicopter records.
In 1943, Mr. Sikorsky pioneered
the first production helicopter,
followed by many Improved versions. Sikorsky helicopters today
are flown by all the U.S. military
services, more than 30 foreign
countries, three of the world's
four scheduled helicopter airlines
and numerous independent operators.
Mr. Sikorsky has received honorary degrees from Yale, Wesleyan,
Lehigh, " Northeastern,
Rhode Island State College, the
University of Pittsburgh, Florida Southern College and Colby.
The Institution of Mechanical Engineers of Great Britain presented
him with'the James Watt International Medal for 1955, and in 1952,
the then-Secretary of the Air Force
presented Mr. Sikorsky with the
National Defense Transportation
Award and dubbed him "Mr. Helicopter."

MEDUSA-Huskins, Hance, Davison, Potterveld, Chatfield, Parsons and Swander take a good look around before the tapping

begins. Below, they are accompanied by new Medusa as they
round the statue of Bishop Brownell.

Tensionsof Tapping

Myriads Mingle as Medusa March
by Thomas Schott

The crowd anxiously jockeyed
for position beneath the elms
hoping to see the "mysterious
seven" they had dodged all year.
They were already five minutes
late and speculations rang through
the crowd that they would not show,
"Someone stole their robes," of-

fered,a sophomore.
"After some of those raids, maybe
they're afraid of such a crowd,"
added
a
revenge - seeking
freshman.
At last, at 7:30, the Chapel doors
sprang open, and the seven began
their final "lurking expedition" ~~
all with shoulders thrown back
and faces taut with gravity.

As they made the turn at Williams
Arch, the crowd grew very active
and noisy. Again and again one
sophomore leapt onto a junior's
back and shouted, "You're a shooin, man." The same joke was told
30 and 40 times, but in the tense
atmosphere that prevailed, no one
seemed to mind.
Large groups gathered around

Senate Approves Relations Charter
The charter for the establish- tlon was the aim that the Center
ment of the Center on Human will "seek to promote a deeper
Relations and Public Affairs at understanding of (a) the social
Trinity College was ratified by the sciences by emphasizing the comSenate at its May 11 meeting. munity of interests among such
Presented by Thomas R. Frank- disciplines as psychology, educalin '66, the constitution stated tion, philosophy, government,
that the Center will be "com- economics, history, sociology,
mitted to the belief that open anthropology, the classics, and
discussion, clear and rational religion; and (b) human relations
thinking, intellectual awareness. and public affairs by study of
and Integrity are vital to a liberal social institutions as well as the
education and consistent with the interaction between Individuals and
functioning of a free and open social systems."
society."
The Center will' also "seek to
Also incorporated in the constitu-

State Lists Johs Earlier
Job-seekers will now know up to ;
a full month ahead of time what'
vacancies the State will fill during
the month, according to an announcement issued today by State
Personnel Director, George J.
Walker.

A new bulletin listing by title and
salary. examinations to1 be open
during the ensuing weeks -will not
only provide greater convenience
to the public but will result in
considerable savings to the state
in printing and mailing costs.
9'ijS i»Y/ ' l i i M ' i i l i L h ' J

.'Jlij'

l ' l

clarify the issues essential to
student commitment and service to
the community; to act as a forum
for
student opinion on contemporary issues; to promote contact between students within the
college and the local community;
and to recognize sound scholarship
and creative thinking."
It was suggested that at first the
Center would act as a coordinating body for such projects as the
North End tutoring project and the.
Companion program.
Committees to deal with other
functions would be appointed as
needed by an administrative board
made up oi five students and four
faculty members.
Reaction to the Center has
generally been favorable, but there
have been some reservations on
the part of administration and student body members.
Dean Roy Heath said that he
thought the center would provide
od bluow il .sj's'ijjds 'stii

the pronounced "front runners".
It was like the academy awards-everyone wanted to catch the smije
of achieving victory or the empty
expression of disappointment and
defeat.
Now the seven turned at Northram
Towers and pointed toward Bishop
Brownell who beckoned them forward. They came, pushing the
crowd to the side as If to say
only they, the mysterious seven,
had the right to walk under the
sacred archway formed by the
sloping elms.
As they marched, their frozen
stares pointed toward the elected
ones, the crowd continued to bustle.
"Who's that guy at the end?"
asked a freshman, "I never saw
him before."
"How come he walks alone in
the front?" interrupted someone.
Oblivious to the crowd, the seven
circled the archway twice, driven
forward by some extra-ordinary
force that the crowd accepted as
unexplainable,
At the end of the second lap,
they gathered in a huddle. What
they discussed only they know.
But as they broke, one could see
in their eyes that they were now
confident thai their Initiates were
present. One by one they marched
into the crowd, cutting one way,
dodging another, not giving the
elected ones any hint of their
fate.;
' They moved quickly, then slowly.
They hesitated and then quickened
their gait. Until finally, with a
sudden gust of energy, each of
the seven leapt upon one of the
elected, imparting to him thedl-V
vine tapping he himself had received just one year ago.
At once the crowd grew frantic,
"Who'd he get? Who is It?" shouted
a freshman whose view had been
blocked by the shuffling crowd.
Cries of "bo you know him? Is
he a Iurker?" were heard as the
seven hew Medusa joined the mysterious seven and began to move
away from the crowd.
..' ,'.,.;.'.'••
"Take a good look," suggested
a senior. "This is probably the
last time you'll get a good look
at all seven together." , ..
..,.
Some of the ''front runners" were'
still left. They talked,: joked/
laughed but their eyes betrayed
them, Their glassy stare told the
disappointment they felt,. -.'.,",
.As the mysterious now fourteen
marched back to- the Chapel, the
crowd dispersed, the names , of
the new ; seven- ringing through
their ears .-•* "George E. Andrews, David C. Charlesworth,
Joseph A,; Hourihan, Walter, w.
Siegel, Robert B. Stepto.JohnM.
True III, and Anthony p. Whltte?

an excellent opportunity for students and faculty to meet and
discuss problems and ideas having
to do with sociology and human
relations. He said, howeverj that
the Center could not hope to take
the place of a sociology department, but merely to supplement it.
Director of, Student Affairs,, F.
Gardner F. Bridges, echoed other
feeling when he said he feared
the_ Center would become toq_cumbersome and too expensive if It
were to handle all the. projects
which Franklin outlined in a prospectus, printed before the charter
was written,L.
.
Arnold I. Schwartzman '66,
president of the IFC, took the
opposite opinion when he said that
although he regarded the Center as
a good and necessary institution,
he feared it would become too
narrow, concentrating only on civil
rights and not on the whole field
of human relations.
•gnoiij Us siaiLet nasJ. -sacs •ensnir avianeixo a-ABta oi
. m o r e , "
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Discipline Committee Lists Rules
(Following is the draft of "Student Regulations", submitted
last night to the Senate by the Committee on Student Discipline.
For the reader's convenience, significant changes are set apart
by asterisks and indentation.)
Each individual must respect the
rights of other Individuals and
moderate his own conduct with a
view toward the welfare of the
college community.
Since Trinity College Is attemptIng to promote the intellectual
and moral growth of its students
so that they will 'become selfreliant, responsible a,nd 'enlightened citizens and leaders of democracy, there is double significance in the rules of the College.
First, the rights of all the individuals in the community must
be protected from violation by
any individual or minority. Second, there is an educational value
in developing in students the same
responsibility and self-restraint
which they must demonstrate
throughout life if they are to become .good citizens,
Trinity attempts to develop to
each student a sense of personal
responsibility for good order not
only in the classroom, but also
in his general attitude and standard of conduct on the campus.
Students are expected to behave
as gentlemen and reliable citizens of the community. Every effort is made to stimulate students
to honest, conscientious effort;
but the College is not willing to
undertake the problem of disciplining a student who is not in
sympathy with its purpose. If a
student refuses to cooperate with
College authorities, either student,
faculty, or administrative, the College specifically reserves the right
to dismiss him without making definite charges whenever, in its judgment, the general welfare seems
to demand such action.

sion of Medusa to the Senate if he feels that an injustice has been done. Such
an appeal must be made in
writing to the President of
the Senate within two weeks
of notification of sentence. Any
student liable to dismissal or
expulsion may be given a hearing before the Committee on
Academic Standing and Discipline.
*
*
*
.
The procedure for the appeal of
a Medusa decision shall be as follows:
The Senate President will notify
the student of a date on which he
shall be required to present a
written brief asking the Senate
for an appellate hearing of his
case. This brief Is to contains
1. A well-defined statement of
the student's reasons for appeal.
2. Any new evidence or pertinent
facts that support this statement.
3. All new material not presented
in the Medusa trial. This must
be clearly defined and itemized.
After reading this brief and a
similar one submitted by the Medusa, the Senate, as a body, shall
judge the validity of the request
for appellate hearing. If this request is granted there shall then
•be a special trial In which the
Senate shall act as the jury, the
Medusa as the prosecutor and the,
student can once more plead his
case.
For further information see Article VI, Section 2, of the Constitution of the Trinity College, Senate.
Questions concerning the Student
Senate should be directed to the
President of the Senate.
*

*

•

•

*

•

MEDUSA: The Senior HonThe College assumes that a
orary Society is responsible
Trinity Student" will at all
, for the maintenance of Coltimes conduct himself inaway
lege traditions and in coopthat will be a credit to himself,
eration with the bean of Stuhis family, and to Trinity,
dents, Is responsible for the
and expects that he will at
enforcement of College regu- ,
all times obey the laws of
lations. Medusa Is the Judithe State of Connecticut and
ciary arm of the student govof the City of Hartford.
ernment and is granted its,
power annually by the Senate.
JUNIOR ADVISORS: Several
members of the junior class
The following rules and regulaare selected from applicants
tions cover specific situations and
to serve as advisors to dorall students are expected to fammitory residents. Selection by
iliarize themselves with them.
the Dean of Students is based
on academic achievement and
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
on demonstrated qualities of
The Statutes of the College asleadership and judgment. Each
sign responsibility for conduct of
Junior Advisor is expected to
students to the Faculty which adbe an exemplar of a Trinity
ministers
this' responsibility
gentleman, and to encourage
through a Committee on Academic
to the best of his ability the
Standing and Discipline, the Dean,
maintenance of a friendly,
the Director of Student Affairs,
pleasant,
decorous, and
and the Dean of Students. Every
wholesome atmosphere among
effort is made to encourage the
his neighbors of all college
students to govern themselves and
classes.
to assume greater responsibility
FRATERNITY OFFICERS:
in the conduct of their affairs.
Elected by the members of
To this end, certain responsibeach fraternity, the officers
ilities for dealing with offenses
are responsible, not only for
against regulations or against law
duties assigned by their in-,
and order have been delegated to
dividual fraternity, but also
student government as follows:
for the discharge of the obligations of their fraternity
to the College community. The
SENATE: The Senate, the ePresident and other officers
lected representatives of the
are expected to be exemplars
Student Body, acting OB beof Trinity gentlemen, and are
half of all the students of
responsible for the maintenTrinity College, controls all
ance within their fraternity
funds as allocated to It by
of conduct that is consistently
the College, supervises stuin accord with the traditions
dent extracurricular activiand regulations of the College.
ties, and maintains a high
THE
INTERFRATERNITY
level of conduct among the
COUNCIL: The purpose of the
students of the College. It
Interfraternity Council is (1)
has the authority to deal with
to promote amicable relation- •
violations, subject to the polships among fraternities at
icies and regulations estabTrinity, and (2) to promote
lished by the Faculty and its
the standards expressed in the
Committee
on Academic
Fraternity Criteria promulStanding and Discipline. Any
gated by the National Interstudent may appeal a deci-

fraternity Conference. The
Council is composed of one r e presentative from each of the
fraternities. It is the official
representative and spokesman
of the Trinity College fraternity system. Each member of
the Freshman Class and all
upper classmen who are in
any way affiliated with the
fraternities must know and
obey the Rules for Rushing.
Cases involving violations of
regulations by the fraternities
will be heard and decided by
the Interfraternity Council.
The procedure for trial shall'
be as described in the Constitution of the Interfraternity
Council, Bylaws, Articles II
and III.
Questions' regarding fraternities should be directed to
the President of the Interfraternity Council, the Director
of Student Affairs, or the Dean
of Students.

DORMITORIES
Unmarried students not residing
with their parents or guardian must
live In buildings owned or controlled by the College and must
board only in such places as are
approved by the President. Petitions for exceptions to this rule
may be submitted to the Dean of
Students and may be approved for
periods not exceeding one year.
Rooms in the college buildings
are assigned to students under the
supervision of the Treasurer. Students must obtain the Treasurer's permission before moving out
of an assigned room. Students moving during the year from dormitories to fraternity houses or
to other locations will not receive
any refund of their dormitory rent
unless prior arrangements have
been made with the Treasurer.
Freshmen rooms are assigned by
the Director of Admissions. Other
rooms are assigned on a priority
system with seniors getting first
choice, juniors second, and sophomores third choice.
Each student is personally accountable for all improper conduct
occurring In his room and is responsible both for damage done
to his room and furniture and
for damage which he may do, or
participate in doing, to other property. College furniture assigned
to a given room Is not to be removed. Each student is held accountable for the original furniture
assigned to his room. Costs of
damages to, or loss of, college
property are charged to students
in addition to appropriate penalties for misconduct. Painting
or other -wise altering rooms may
not be undertaken.
Weekly vacuum cleaning and daily
trash removal will be provided
in student rooms. Waste baskets
are not provided by the College.
Bed making and Incidental cleaning is the responsibility of the
occupant.
An officer of the College or a
member of the Senate or Medusa
may visit a room at any time
for any examination-which he thinks
proper. Students must admit these
authorized persons whenever requested to do so.

Women are permitted in the
dormitories only when College is officially In session
and only ,during the following
hours: between noon and 11:30
p.m. on Friday, Saturday, and
Sunday. At no other time are
women allowed in the dormitories unless special permission to do so is granted by
the Dean of Students. Exceptions to this rule are rela-

tives of the students, and their
parties, who are allowed in
the dormitories at any time.

will be subject to a fine of $25.00.
Anything other than college furniture remaining in- the rooms will
be disposed of by the College.

RULES REGARDING STUDENT
Solicitors, canvassers, salesBUSINESSES
men, peddlers, -"and unauthorized
persons are not permitted to enThe campus Is not open to anyone
ter the college buildings. Students
should not negotiate with such per- soliciting, selling, or buying; exsons or admit them to their rooms; cept to Trinity College under-.
but should report their presence • graduates, who may act as agents'
to the watchman or an officer of of outside concerns.
There are two groups of conces-1
the College. (See below.)
Pets of any description (dogs, sions; closed and open. 1. Closed
cats, fish, etc.) are not allowed - those which have such a limited
market that one man is granted
in college buildings.
No refrigerators, hotplates, fans, the right of monopoly. 2. Open
heaters etc., are allowed In stu- - all other concessions which are
dent rooms. No outside antennas general in nature. The question of
of any sort may be installed. The open or closed concessions should
playing of musical instruments be left to the discretion of the
phonographs, television sets, and Treasurer's Office and the Diradios should be done with gen- > rector of Student Affairs.
erous regard for the privacy of
These concessions are open soleothers.
ly to the Trinity College under'
Private telephones are allowed graduates.
In a limited number of dormitory
Written permits must be ob-,
rooms. Students must first have talned from the Treasurer's Ofspecific permission from the Of- fice in order to conduct business..
fice of Buildings and Grounds be- These permits must be renewed
fore arranging • installation with annually. Failure to obtain a perthe local telephone company.
mit before conducting business or
No firearms, weapons, ammuni- failure' to adhere to the rules
tion, or explosives may be brought herein will result in administraor" kept on college property.
tive action. Concessions may not
City fire regulations prohibit the be sold.
use of fireplaces in dormitory
Fraternities shall handle the
rooms. Tampering with lights or problem of solicitation in any manfire extinguishers is prohibited. ner they see fit.
A Connecticut State law prohibits
smoking In bed.
RULES CONCERNING
Students are not allowed on roof s.
FRATERNITIES
Bicycles may not be brought or
left in dormitory or classroom
buildings, including basements.
The Fraternities are exStorage for them is provided outpected to enforce all College
side.
Regulations and State and City
Students are cautioned to keep
Laws (and In particular those
their rooms locked in their abconcerning the acquisition
sence. The College disclaims repossession, and consumption
sponsibility for loss of, or damof alcoholic beverages) at all
age to, student property at any
of their functions and at any
time.
function on their premises.
Students who are locked out of
The followng specific points
their rooms or who lose their
should be noted.
keys may obtain new ones by presenting a slip from the Treasurer's Office at the Office of
Buildings and Grounds. At times
Intoxication and disorderly conwhen the offices are closed the
night watchman may open rooms duct resulting from the use of
while on his rounds. Keys not re- alcoholic beverages are partiturned at the end of the year are cularly serious offenses and may
charged to the general fee at result in dismissal from College.
The selling of liquor, beer, or
$1.00 each.
wine without a license Is forbidPermission must be obtained den by law. The selling of chits
from the Dean of Students to re- for the procurement of liquor,
side at the College during vaca- beer, or wine is considered the
tion periods. Dormitory rooms same as selling the product and
are not ready for occupancy un- is illegal.
til the opening of Freshman Week
Women are permitted in the frain the fall and must be vacated ternity houses only during the folat the end of the examination lowing hours: Monday through
period in June except for seniors , Thursday, noon to 8 p.m.; Friwho may remain until the day day through Sunday, 11 a.m. to
after Commencement.
11:30 p.m., except when party peDuring the vacation periods titions have been granted, .when the
(Christmas and Spring) of the aca- hours will be 10 a.m. to 1 a.m.
demic year, rooms are to be left on Saturday and 10 a.m. to 11:30
in proper order ("broom clean" p.m. on Sunday. In no case are
women permitted in the fraternity
and "picked-up").
Before leaving the campus at the houses during vacations or holiend of the Trinity Term, students days.
must remove all their personal
belongings, including their furniture, from all college rooms;
the deadline for (a) uncerclassRelatives and their parties
men Is the day following the last
are allowed in the fraternity
day of final examinations; for (b)
houses at any time. Other
seniors, the Monday following
exceptions to the rule may be
Commencement.
made by the Dean of Students.
Storage space is provided for the
student's convenience. Each item
put into storage must be adequately
identified.' Tags for this purpose
Members of fraternities shall be
will be furnished by the janitors, individually and collectively rebut It is each student's respon- sponsible for all conduct in the
sibility to make sure that the tag fraternities.
is well secured to each item,
The heads of houses must prethat his name and class are writ- sent to the Dean of Students' Often on each tag, and that the fice before a vacation period beitems are, in fact, put into the gins the names of men authorized
•proper storage space. '.
to live in the house during the
The occupants whose rooms are period. Men so authorized are renot left empty and "broom clean" sponsible for the observation of
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The Committee on Student Discipline has met six times. Beginning its discussion with the request of Medusa that Medusa
be relieved of its police power, the Committee considered at
length the alternative of professional proctors. In the belief
that student interest and preference would better be served by
an expansion than by a surrender of student government the
Committee turned its attention from a system of non-student
proctors to means of improving student self-government. In an
effort to develop greater exercise of self-control and a sense of
community, and to maintain an effective system of student government in an expanding student body, the Committee has reevaluated and redefined the responsibility of students and student leaders. Although Medusa will retain its police functions
as well as its judiciary function it will no longer be expected
to be primarily a policing authority. In particular, it will be

the regulations In this bulletin.
All fraternity houses shall be
closed during the summer vacation.
SOCIAL AFFAIRS
Dances, house parties, and other
social affairs held by students on
college property, In the fraternity
houses or elsewhere are under the
general supervision of the Dean of
Students and the Director of Student Affairs. It is the responsibility of the president of a student organization to see that guests
conform to the following rules:
All planned dances or parties are
to be given only with the sanction
of the Dean of Students and are
limited to six per semester (including house parties) for any organization. At least five days previous to any • house party, tea
dance, informal dance, or other
social function, the head of the
organization must submit to the
Dean of Students, for his approval,
a statement concerning plans for
conducting the affair, its nature
and duration, its location, and the
names of the chaperones who have
consented to serve. This is to be
done on the official blank provided for that purpose.
All dances must be terminated
not later than 1:00 a.m.
There must be sufficient lighting
in each room.
No women are permitted upstairs*
in fraternity houses except to the
ladies room, or except when the
upper floors are reserved exclusively as a women's dormitory on
party weekends.
All rooms in fraternity houses
which are to be used during a
party must be shown to the chaperones and approved by them.
There shall be free access to
these rooms at all times.
No liquor may be served
after 12:30 a.m.

All women must be out of the
house no later than 15 minutes
after official closing time.
On house party weekends all women sleeping in fraternity houses
must be in the house within a
reasonable time after the dance
and all men must be out of the
house not later than 1:15 a.m.

Chaperones will be notified
of the beginning and ending
time of a party and it will
be in the duty of the officers of the organization to
see that there are chaperones present at all times and
until all guests have left the
party. Married students or
recent graduates are not acceptable as chaperones. Every effort should be made to
secure faculty members as
chaperones. One couple will
be adequate for chaperoning
the average informal party.
At least one woman chaperone should remain overnight
when the house is used as a
women's dormitory.
The officers in charge must
make themselves known to the
chaperones at the beginning
of the evening and be prepared to do the chaperone's
bidding at all times. It shall
be the officers' responsibility to see that the rules of
conduct are followed, Chap-

erones have full right to end
a party at any time they see
fit if the situation warrants
it.
At the close of each party
it is the responsibility of the
organization officers to persuade the departers to leave
quietly and expeditiously. Men
returning to dormitory rooms
should show consideration of
others by being as quiet as
possible. The organization
president is responsible for
departure conduct outside the
building as well as for the
conduct of the party.

noted that the amendments to regulations being proposed give
additional responsibility to fraternity officers and to the Junior
Advisors for the encouragement of a sense of community and a
sense of general individual responsibility on the part of all
students. It is our conviction that the students of Trinity College do not have to be policed.
F. Gardiner F. Bridge - Director of Student Affairs
Melvin F. Evarts, Jr. - Chairman and Senate President
Thomas S. Gulotta - Senate
E. William Chapin
John H. Chatfield - Medusa
Roy Heath - Dean of Students
Joseph A. Hourihan - Senate Vice-President
Robert M. Vogel - Dean

Fines are imposed, for example,
for late payment of college bills,
late enrollment, damage to college property, and the like.
Pensums are assignments of extra work, imposed in an effort to
give punishment a constructive
function.
Admonition Is formal written
warning to the student that '•'••
has incurred serious blame
that continuance of such cor jt,
or of similarly serious n oehaviour, will result in sut... nsion or dismissal. Notice of ,...>
monition is sent to the student's
parent or guardian.

PERSONAL CONDUCT
A Trinity student is expected
to conduct himself as a gentleman at all times. In particular such offenses as intoxication, gambling, the use
of fireworks, the possession
of firearms, the violation of
fire regulations, and having
women illegally In dormitories will not be condoned. Theft,
fraud, plagiarism, vandalism,
disorderly conduct and immoral behavior, will all be
considered as grave offenses
against the community.
The mutilation or theft of
library materials or books
will result in expulsion.

Censure is the result of more
serious misconduct than that
for which admonition is given.
Censure includes loss of unexcused cut allotment, loss of
the privilege to participate in
any extra-curricular activity
of the College, Any student
on censure may appeal to the
authority imposing censure,
in writing, for the privilege
of participation in limited extra-curricular activity. Censure generally lasts for a
term. Notice of censure is
posted on the college bulletin board, Is also sent to
the student's parent or guardian, and is made a part of
the student's college record.
A second censure may incur
suspension from College. Students on censure are not eligible for honorable dismissal until restored to good
standing.

The penalty for a first Instance
of cheating In academic work shall
be the required dropping of the
course in which the cheating occurred or suspension from College for a period of time to be
determined by the Committee on
Academic Standing and Discipline
or both. A second offense incurs
a mandatory sentence of required Suspension is temporary separwithdrawal without the privilege ation from College ancj, may Involve the performance of specified
of return.
tasks. Suspension is the result
of very serious misconduct or the
accumulation of two censures.
Dismissal is the permanent seIntoxication and disorderly
paration of a student from the
conduct resulting from the
College.
use of alcoholic beverages
Expulsion is dishonorable disare particularly seriouarfmissal.
fenses and may in some cases result in suspension from
College. College publications
may not carry liquor adverSocial Probation is that retising. Beer and wine adverstriction of group and inditising may be carried by the
vidual privileges imposed, for
Tripod, Ivy, and Review, but
a stated length of time, on
not by the College Handbook
student groups living in doror College Radio Station.
mitories or fraternities.
Connecticut law prohibits the
purchase of alcoholic beverages by a minor, and the
serving of alcoholic beverages
MOTOR VEHICLESANDPARKING
to a minor. Students are expected to abide strictly by
No motor vehicle should be driven
this law.
or parked in any places on the
Students 21 years of age
campus except those designated
may consume alcoholic bevfor such use.
erages only In their fraterResident freshmen in their first
nity houses and dormitories.
semester are prohibited from
The possession of alcoholic
maintaining or operating automobeverages by students under
biles in Hartford or vicinity while
21 years of age, even in the
College is in session. Resident
event that such beverages have
freshmen who are not on probabeen purchased legally in antion the second semester may
other state than Connecticut,
maintain an automobile at College
is strictly forbidden.
providing written permission from
the parents is on file In the office of the Dean of Students and
the vehicle is properly registered
PENALTIES FOR MISCONDUCT with the Department of Building
and Grounds.
Penalties authorized by the
College are fines, pensums,
admonition, censure, suspension, dismissal, expulsion,
and social probation.
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No Trinity student may maintain or operate a motor scooter or motorcycle on the Trinity College campus or on the
portions of Allen Place, Sum-

mit Street, or Vernon Street
bordering on the campus while
the College is in session.
The College will allow the
use of motor scooters and
motorcycles in compliance
with the above conditions providing (a) each student planning to use such a vehicle
must have it registered with
the College and the registration marker must be displayed
on the rear fender; and (b)
those students under twentyone In age must have written
permission on file In the Dean
of Students Office before registration . will be permitted.

is permitted in any other campus parking lot, road, or
driveway.
3. No cars are permitted for
loading purposes or otherwise
on any part of the campus
except driveways and parking
areas,
4. Student cars • found improperly .parked
or those
abandoned or parked with no
state registration will toe
towed away at the owner's
risk and expense.
III. Penalties
1. Failure to register and display the registration marker
— $25.00 fine.
2. Driving on campus other than
drives or parking areas —
I. Registration
$5.00 fine.
1. All student cars including
3. For parking in restricted
those of non-resident and
areas:
graduate students must be rea. 1st Parking Violation —
gistered with the Buildings and
$2,00
Grounds Office and must disb. 2nd Parking Violation -~
play the registration marker
$4.00
within one week's time folc. 3rd Parking Violation —
lowing registration date in the
$8.00
fall, and thereafter prior to •
d. 4th Parking Violation —
operating a motor vehicle on
$16.00 and violations are
college property. In the case
reported to the Dean of
of a minor, he must state that
Students for administrapermission to operate it has
tive action.
been granted by his parent or
e. 5th Parking Violation —
guardian.
$32,00 and forfeit of motor
2. The car registration fee is
vehicle privileges
50 cents. The student regisi. 6th Parking Violation —
tration marker must be dis$64.00 and suspension
played on the right side of
from College,
the rear bumper,
4. Violations and penalties acII. Parking Regulations
cumulate from year to year v
1. Students may park only in
Revenue from such fines is
the following locations:
credited to a scholarship fund.
Hallden Hall Parking Lot (for
non-resident and graduate
students only)
Reckless and/or unlawful opNorth Campus Parking Lots
eration or Irresponsible use
Broad and Vernon Streets
of motor vehicles may reParking Lots
sult in suspension of motor
Fraternity Parking Lots
vehicle privileges.
2. No student parking whatever

Plan Your Summer Work—
Will it be the usual, low-salaried, unskilled type,
of vacation work?
OR
Will it be enjoyable, beneficial, high-income
employment?
For interview appointment call between 9 and 12 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
HARTFORD 527-8197
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Admissions: Why Are You Here?
by David Inwood

*We are looking for a bright
student who has the potentiality
to be an influence for the good."
"We are limited by the pool
of candidates who apply."
The above two observations the
first fey Dean Robert M. Vogel,
the second by W. Howie Muir,
director of admissions — effectively characterize the admissions
policy of Trinity College.
As one of the 40 or so most
selective colleges in the United
States, according to the GUIDE
TO AMERICAN COLLEGES, Trinity received more than 1800 applicants for the 335 places In
next year's freshmen class.
While Trinity considers itself a
national institution, the College is
a homogenous one. Between 40 and
50% of the students come from
prep schools, whereas, less than
two per cent of all American
students are prepschool graduates.
However, this figure is less significant when one realizes that
at most select Eastern colleges
25 to 35% of the students come
from non-public schools.
Furthermore, most of our public school'students graduated from
affluent upper-middle suburban
schools. Francis Keppel, United
States Commissioner of Education, labeled suburban schools as
"puoiicajuy
supported prepschdois."
Why, when most Americans live
in urban areas do so few of Trinity's students come from the cityproper? A corollary question would
seem to ask why there are hardly

any Negroes or other obvious urban minorities on campus.
A third query would probe why
we seem to have few arts-orientated, highly-activist, or off-beat
intellectuals at Trinity.
The answers to the above questions do not lie hidden in some
mysterious discrimination or
quota system, according to the
admissions department,
From .Its. inception, Trinity has
officially prohibited discrimination on the basis of religion. Similarly the TRINITY COLLEGE
BULLETIN states that race, color,
or economic circumstances have
never been criteria for acceptance,
Instead the answers are found
in Mr. Muir's statement that we
are necessarily limited In choosing only those students who have
applied.
What type of student then, applies?
According to this year's Mount
Holyoke newspaper, Trinity students were described as "The
playboy Bantams of Hartford." But
the College Administration strongly criticizes this playboy characterization of the student body.
"Unfortunately, a school's reputation lags ten to twenty years
behind what it actually is," Thomas Smith, former admissions officer and now registrar and assistant dean explained. Since World
War II, Trinity has vastly upgraded standards and has consequently demanded a higher degree
of capability and performance from
her students.
However, our present level of
excellence has not been fully translated Into an appropriate new reputation.

* 19.95
Hand-Sewn
Genuine moccasin construction, smooth veal uppers,
fully leather lined, combination last for snug heel,
double leather soles and leather heels with v-plates.
775

Moreover, traditionally the vast
majority of Trinity's students
come from prep-schools and affluent suburban high schools. Thus,
these schools continue to constitute the bulk of Trinity's applicants. But the Admissions office
is not content with the present
composition.
"We visit 300 schools in our
cross-country tours," said Mr.
Muir. "This year's freshmen class
consists of 279 boys from 200
different high schools."
The facts show, though, that 76,5%
of the student body comes from
either New England or the Middle Atlantic states. Only 18.2%
' are from the mid-and far-west
and a miniscule 4,3% from the
South. Why do only one-quarter
of the students come from outside
of the Northeast?
"Mid-western and westernpeople
prefer to go to a state university.
Why should they spend so much
money to come east when they can
receive a good, inexpensive education In their home communities?" declared Dean Vogel,
"Most students In the South would
not think of coming north. However, Florida has excellent possibilities for student recruitment,"
Mr. Smith said.
While the North east is the center
of Trinity's applicants, the College
faces a paradox.
First, many of the brightest and"
• most talented students come from
economically disadvantaged areas
and consequently need large scholarships.
Second, many of the best students
have been conditioned to apply to
the prestigous Big Three — Harvard, Yale and Princeton. In both
cases Trinity faces a difficult,
although not unsolvable, problem.
"We have only a limited amount
of money. We have to make a
decision of whether to give one
extremely-needy student $3,000 or
three equally deserving students
$1,000 each," commented Dean Vogel.
Furthermore, the question of
mere money Is compounded, for
will bright but culturally deprived
students of low socio-economic
background feel comfortable in the
Trinity environment?
; Notwithstanding, this year's
freshmen class of :279 has 100
students on some financial aid.
The College is valiantly striving
to Increase the .annual scholar. ship fund from the present $300,000
to $800,000 by 1973.
The desire tor prestige will be
satisfied once Trinity's academic
status is recognized. Trinity is
also handicapped by the fact that
two-thirds of its alumni are post"
World War II graduates. These men
are just now entering their period

- Hand-antiqued chestnut brown ved.

775X - Polished black ved.
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Get a distinctive haircut
while enjoing your favorite
radio program or reading
your favorite m a g a z i n e
(Life, S p o r t s Illustrated,
True, Modern Screen, Better
Homes and Gardens, Prevention, Comic Books, etc.) in
TQMMY'S BARBIR SHOP

22 TRUMBULL ST. — NEXT TO HENRY MILLER CO.
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105 New Britain Avenue,
Near Broad Street
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of greatest achievement and re- able barrier for the highly creative student.
sultant recognition and fame.
However, Dean Vogel explained
Trinity's lack of prestige relative to the Big Thres helps ac- that Trinity is a liberal arts school
count for there being two out of not a Julliard or the Boston Musthree prepschool graduates who did eum of Fine Arts. Thus, talented
not rank in the first quarter of students are desired, but they
their class. Whereas over 90% of must be capable of experiencing
public school students were in the a total Trinity education.
Similarly, the above situation is
top quarter of their class.
"Many of the top quarter prep- applicable to other Intellectual disschool graduates are precondi- ITlpTines. For instance, the exceltioned by parental and social tra- lent chemistry facilities were indition to attend the prestigious Big strumental in Trinity's developThree,", said F. Gardiner F. ment of a superior chemistry deBridge, former director of admis- partment.
"The faculty is the sales force,
sions and presently director of
•not the admissions men," declared
student affairs.
"However, students should not Mr. Muir. "Students will come to
feel so defensive," said Mr. Muir. Trinity because of the faculty's
"There Is much to be proud of. reputation as scholar-teachers.
Among asmall school's advantages Our faculty, though, is relatively
are its intimate size and most young and is not so well known,"
"I volunteered to speak on my
important, a liberal arts education personally taught by ex- own time to students at such excellent professors, not by inex- cellent schools as Bronx School of
perienced graduate students," said Science, where Trinity receives
few, If any, applications at all.
Mr. Bridge.
But the admissions office did not
Why there are so few Negroes at respond," related Mr. Leon SalTrinity is another complex ques- omon, government professor.
tion. First of all, after too many
"We greatly appreciated Mr. Salyears of neglect, all the major omon's offer, but we feel it is
Eastern universities are actively more effective for a Trinity prohunting for Negroes and other so- fessor to speak before a large
called minority groups. "It is ac- group of high school principals
tually easier for a Negro student and guidance counselors. This has
to be admitted, than a white," re- more long-lasting value than
marked one member of the ad- speaking to an individual student,"
ministration,
explained Mr. Muir.
The difficulty is to find the qual- • Nevertheless, Trinity Is relativeified student who is capable of ly barren of Merit Scholars, Westdoing Trinity work. Unfortunately inghouse Science Scholarship wintoo many of these students receive ners and the graduates of superior
an inadequate education in some specialized urban schools such as
second-rate ghetto high school. New York's Music and Art or ChiOnce the capable student is found, cago's Laboratory School.
Trinity faces an ironically dual Once again the reasons for this
problem. The College must often barrenness are the same. Tradiprovide a large scholarship and tionally these students needed
then must persuade the student scholarships and sought the large
to come to Trinity rather than to prestige universities; few have
ever applied to Trinity.
.. ••;
one of the Ivy Eight.
In answer to the query of wheth- "Perhaps, our New Curriculum'
er he was satisfied with the pre- should evolve into an honors prosent state of artistic and Intel- gram. This might attract more of
lectual activity at Trinity, Mr. the highly gifted students," sugMuir declared, "We need more gested Mr. Muir. ,
controversy and debate on cam- Dean Vogel said that while we
do not have a formal Honors Colpus."
In the past this has been in gen- lege such as Wesleyan's, there Is
eral a conservative campus intel- an honors program in each delectually, politically and artisti- partment. Nevertheless, he adcally. Thus, it has been difficult mitted that there is room for
to attract the "different" student. expansion in this area.
However, the admissions policy "The students at Trinity have
now is definitely.amenable to stu- two great virtues -- they are
dents who exhibit strong person- - very natural and are well-adjusted
alities, have a capacity for con- In their peer-group relationships,"
troversy and are the "lively-ones." observed Dean of Students Roy
"We need the physical facilities Heath,;
to attract these students," said "However, their virtues may be
Dean Vogel. "Before we had the obstacles. They do not read enough
Austin Arts Center, what did Trin- and may even have too strong
ity offer a talented pianist, paint- of a sense of group identification,"
the Dean continued.
er, or performer," he said.
1
"There will be a Goodwin fellow- "Still, a student's intellectual and
ship for artistically talented peo- personal needs are best satisfied
ple. These people will hopefully and developed by close studentform the core of a large number faculty relations in a small school
of arts-enthusiasts and doers," such as Trinity," concluded Mr.
Bridge.
added Mr. Muir.
Certain teachers remarked that As evinced by the aims of the
they feared that the Math require- Decisive Quartern program. Trinment might prove an insurmount- ity has the potentiality and the desire to achieve unsurpassed excellence and leadership in eduIf You Don't....
cation. The fulfilling this potenWant Your
tiality requires the presence of
superior and varied students who
Motor Scooter
interact and create an exciting
This Summer,
campus. And the success of its
admissions policy will determine
1 Do
Box 696
Trinity's future.
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8-0 Lacrossemen
Take Crusaders;
Swamp MIT 11-3
by Phi! Hopke
Undefeated for 8 games, the varsity lacrosse team anihilated(
two more opponents last week and now faces its final test of the'
season this afternoon against once-beaten Wesleyan. The winner
of this contest will most likely emerge as the New England Lacrosse Champions.
Henry Hopkins scored 13 goals
In two games to lead the stickmen to a 14-0 win over Holy
Cross and a surprising 11-3 victory against M.I.T.
Against Holy Cross, the team
played almost perfect ball. Trin
controlled the action from the
early moments and staked themselves to a five goal lead at the
end of the first quarter.
Jon Barker scored the initial
goal on a feed pass from Jack
Brown. Marty Gall then scored
with an assist, to Hopkins. Henry

tallied his first unassisted and his
second with an assist to Tom
Seddon. Bob Tomford ended the
first period scoring with an unassisted goal.
The offense slowed down in the
second period with Hopkins getting
his third and Andy Whittemore
denting the net on a pass from
Brown. Hopkins got really hot
in the third period, scoring two
unassisted goals and another on
Jack Brown's third assist pass
of the game. George Davis tallied
unassisted, as did captain Joe

Long Hits Pace Frosh
As Wes, St. Thomas Fall
Trinity's freshman baseball team
defeated St. Thomas Seminary and
Wesleyan last week by Identical
5-2 scores, to up their season's
record to 6-2.
At St. Thomas',
Harry Peet
pitched the first five innings to
gain the win, while second baseman Kim Miles had his best day'
at the plate, getting three hits in
four tries including a solo homer.
The Bantams scored early against
Wesleyan to back up pitcher George
Minukas (4-2) who went the route.
In the first Tom Nary singled, Rich
Coyle tripled, and Jim Stuhlman
and Bob Heimgartner followed with
back to back round-trippers. Wesleyan scored in the eighth on two
errors and two walks.
Centerfielder, Nary, leads the
team in hitting with 11 R.B.I.'s
and a .382 average. Rightfield-

er, John Van Dam is second batting .379.
The squad finishes off the season against Wesleyan Saturday,
May 22.

Barnard, and Trin took a twelve
goal lead into the final period.
Hopkins picked up his seventh
goal of the game to tie the record for the most goals In a game
which he set last year. An assist
on the play went to Dan Haden.
Joe Barndard ended the scoring with his second unassisted
goal, making the final score 14-0.
Credit for the team's defensive

Capt.ain Hopkins leads omnipresent Trinity barrage against . the weary defenses of
the vanquished (MIT). His total last week was 13. Photos
by J. Cook and L. Shilton.

success must be given to Colin
Studds, Bill Gish and Alex Lev!
and to Trin's fine goalie King
Hurlock.
M.I.T. came to the Trinity field
expecting a "breather" game. They
didn't get it. Trin completely dominated the first half by playing
almost flawless lacrosse. The defense was so strong that after
M.I.T.'s first shot early in the
first quarter, they did not get
another until halfway through the
second period.
The first period , scoring was
started by Lin Scarlett on a pass
from Jon Barker. Lou Huskins
shot one past the goalie un assisted and Henry Hopkins got
his first of six on a backhand
flip shot over his shoulder. The
first quarter ended with the score
3-0.
Hopkins tallied first in the second period on a pass from Huskins. Marty Gall took a long down
field pass from Scarlett and put
it In the goal. Hopkins then ran
down the middle, dodging defensemen, and scored his third from
right in front of the goalie.
Dan Haden shot the final goal
of the half unassisted, to. end
the half with the score 7-0.
The team began to pick up
penalties in the 3rd Deriod. M.I.T.
scored twice while Trin had men
in the penalty box. Jack Brown
kept Trin from .being shut out in
the period when he tossed in a
loose* ball In front of the goal.
M.I.T. came on strong with good
shots and managed to get another
one past King Hurlock.
Henry Hopkins then finished his
last home game with three goals-

in the final quarter. His first was
unassisted. Bob Tomford set up
the second, and the game ended
fittingly with Henry Hopkins
scoring on a fine pass from Jon
Barker with 27 seconds left. The
final score was 11-3.

BELL RINGING
November 1847—Students using
false keys and jimmies broke into
Seabury Hall and forced their way
to the bell situated on the topmost
floor of the tower. Removing the
stout oak bars surrounding the
bell, they attached a piece of
strong elastic to the clapper so
as to draw it up to the bell. To
the opposite side of the clapper
they fastened a wire which extended through a hole in the tower.
A strong fishing line, leading to
the top room in one of the nearby
halls, was then secured to the
wire. About half past two the bell
began to sound loudly, it aroused
a number of the students who, understanding the joke, shouted
"Fire" lustily. This together with
the noise of the bell waked one
or two of the profs, who rushed
out to put a stop to the disgraceful row. But alas! When they got
to the doors of Seabury they found
the keyholes plugged up, so they
were unable to enter. A rush was
then made to catch the fellow who
had hold of the rope. But no rope
was to be found, for the fishing
line high in the air was too small
to be seen, The bell tolled and
tolled. At last the wire broke and
everybody went back to bed.

BATTY AERONAUT
Jan. 1907--The Tripod reported
that Mr. R. E. Hutchins of Hartford intended to make a balloon
ascension from Trinity Field. Hutchins hoped to cover four hundred
miles with his hydrogen-filled machine and thus qualify for an international race of aeronauts.
Later he planned to build a bamboo bat bird with wings on each
side and a top sail in front for
a head.

Goal by Fraser Brings 5-4 Win;
Wesmen Held to Tie in Overtime
Last Wednesday the freshman lacrosse team won a hard fought
overtime battle against Kingswood,
6-4, as Bruce Fraser scored the
winning goal, his third of the day.
The big game of the week was against Wesleyan at Middletown on
Saturday. This game also turned
out to be an overtime contest but it
ended in a 12-12 deadlock.
Early in the first half Wesleyan
jumped off to a4-21ead. Late In the
second period, goals by Fraser and
Leeds Davis tied the game, 4-4.
Spreading out their offense, the
Cardinals jumped into the lead
7-4.

Trinity tied the score at 9-9
and took the lead on Rick Warren's shot.
With 22 seconds remaining, Bell
sent the game Into overtime.
In the two overtime periods, Wesleyan dominated the play overshooting the Bantams 8-3. It was
Walt Roemer who with 33 seconds left, gained the tie for Trin
on a quick shot off a John Staples'
pass.
Bruce Fraser was again high
scorer for Trinity with five goals
and two assists.
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A CRUCIAL DOUBLE PLAY

Sluggers Take Latest 2

MIT, AIC Fall Before Late Onslaught
Sophomore Bob Brickley pitched
his mates to their second consective -win of the baseball sear
son Saturday, as the Bantams
unleashed their mightiest attack
and crushed M.I.T. 14-2.
Brickley pitched five Innings of
hltless ball before being relieved
by Howie Hutton in the top of the
sixth. In that span, Bob allowed only
one walk, striking out five batters,

Until the third, Bill Grander of
M.I.T. was throwing nothing but
goose-eggs at the Bantams. Then,
with Brickley's double, the flood
gates opened. Mike Hickey followed Brickley with a run producing single, Belflore walked and
Joe Hourihan smacked a two-run
triple.
A sacrifice, three consecutive
M.I.T. errors, and aslnglebyBob
Moore brought in three more tal-

8-1 Courtmen Steamroller
S'field; Face Wes Today
The varsity tennis team had their
easiest match of the season last
Tuesday as they swamped Springfield 9-0, losing only one set.
The victory upped their record to
8-i going into today's finale with
Wesleyan, to be played here at
3:30.
In the singles, Capt. George Andrews, Dave Cantrell, John Davison, Steve [ Griggs, Kick Mclver,
and Al Crane all easily notched
points for the Bantams, with
scarcely the loss of a game. Just
to heap coals on the fire, Bob Stroud
and Jeff Tilden each won his unofficial match, just as easily.
In the doubles, Andrews and Cantrell dropped the first set, but then
took the final two easily. Crane
and Stroud had little difficulty
winning at number two. Davison
and Tilden, playing at number
three, dropped the first five games
and then swept the next thirteen to
win 7-5, 6-0.
Today the Bantams willface their
toughest opposition since Army.
The. Trinity netters have so- far
had only three tough matches this
year, the other two being a 5-4
win over Amherst won on the last
two points, and a recent 6-3 victory; at M.I.T. in which the Bantams
copped all three doubles to win.
-Today's match will almost surely
be won in the doubles. Whatever
the outcome, the tennis team can
/: ;loqk forward to another fine season
• inext year, The first four, Andrews,
; Cantrell, ?Davison and Griggs will.

all be back, as will the improving
Jeff Tilden. Sandy Tilney and
George Crile from this year's
frosh should fill the gaps left
by the graduation of Nick Mclver,
Al Crane, and Bob Stround.

lies, and the inning ended with
Trinity in command of a 6-0
lead.
In the fifth, three runs crossed
the plate on three walks, two
more Engineer errors, and three
stolen bases. The only hit of the
frame was a squeeze play by Bill
Schweitzer.
Five more runs were added in
the seventh. The inning was highlighted by Bob Ochs' steal of
home, hits by Lazzerini, Mike
Moonves and Ochs, and another
M.I.T. bobble.
In total the Bantams had eight
hits,
one more than the total
number of M.I.T. errors.'The
visitors collected only three hits.
TRINITY 8

AIC 7

It took the Bantams 14 innings

Putters Sweep 5 of 7;
Place 5th in College PGA
With three matches to go,
Trinity's golf team has already
proven to itself and to the New
England College Community that
it's got what it takes. The club has
won five "out of seven events thus
far, and last week put the icing
on the cake.
Competing against
land colleges and
the Bantams placed
Collegiate • version

30'New EngUniversities,
fifthintheN.E.
of the PGA.

George .Larson paced Trinity in
the 36 hole event. He shot a 7681, for a combined total of 157.
Tom. Beers and Mason Ross were
next in line for Trin with 159
each.
In the regular season, Larson,
Beers, and Ross combined with
Jeff Witherwax, Rod Zimmerman,
Paul Stolz,. Lynn Kirkby, and John
Sjoholm to beat five opponents.
The Universities of Hartford and
Rhode Island were the first to fall,
as they lost to the Bantams in a

dual match. Both clubs were beaten 4-3.
Tom Beers was the hero of this
match by eliminating both of his
opponents In sudden death overtime
holes. The man from Rhode Island
was eliminated on the 19th hole, and
the man from Hartford on the 20th
fairway.
Wesleyan was beaten 5-2 in a
single match, and then both the University of Massachusetts and Providence were upended 4-3 in another dual match.
The two losses have come at the
expense of Amherst and WPI. The
Lord Jeffs won 5-2, while the Engineers, in the first match of the
season, took advantage of a rain
soaked course to score a 6-1 win,
Only In 1954 has the golf team experienced a more successful finish
in the New England Tournament. At'
that time the Bantams placed
second and had an overall record of
9-2.

Lost in the abyss of spring fevi
college weekends and the ott
busywork characteristic of tl
season has been a group of Tri
men who call themselves t
Freshman Track Team. To t
casual observer, they may be ji
a track squad, but to others th
appear to be a whole Olympi
in themselves.
Last Saturday four of these staj
combined to bring Trinity a set
ond in the Freshman Relay eve:
at the New England Intercolleglai
track meet. The relay team, cor
sistlng of Doug Morrill, Ted Zil!
mer, Joe Cohen, and Steve Rowi
broke the existing meet recoi
of 3:33 by five full seconds, on)
to come in 10 yards behind Ceii
tral Connecticut,
:
Morrill, who was running on a
injured ankle as well as a spill
wound in the bottom of Ms foo;
ran the 440 in 51.5. The tw
220-runners, Cohen and Rowe, ra
Identical 22.5's in their distances
and Ted Zillmer finished the rac
with a blistering 1:55.2 half mile
making the total time 3:31.7.
As a team the frosh have comj
piled a 3-1 record. The only losj
was suffered this Saturday, whe!
the "Big Four" were racing at th
Easterns.
All season the Frosh have bee
prolific at one thing — breakin
records. In the opening meet a!
gainst Cheshire (a 71-69 win) fivi
new standards were established
Morrill captured three of thesiwhile John Stites and Mike Can;
celliere picked up the other two

to do it, but they finally won
their first ball game of the season last Friday by downing AIC,
8-7.

Morrill's marks came in the 10i
yard dash, the 220, and the triple
jump, He broke the 10 seco»
barrier in the 100 with a time c">
A single by Ed Lazzerini, a 9.9. His time in the 220 wa
force out and Steve Clark's single 22.7, and he leaped 43'2,75" 1
resulted In the winning run in the the triple jump.
top of the 14th,
Stites set the pole Vault recor
After scoring five runs In the by clearing the bar at 12 feet,
first inning on three hits, the mark that was to be upped by 6.2
locals were held scoreless until inches In the Loomis meet.
the 7th. Meanwhile, AIC managed
Cancelliere used his muscle I
to score seven runs, but Trinity
tied the game in the ninth and heave the shot 54'11''. Like Stitei
he rebroke this record in tt
forced the extra innings.
Loomis meet with a toss <
John Greaney pitched the full 55'4.75".
14 for Coach Dan Jessee, giving
up 11 hits. He struck out nine
On May 5, the Bantams con;
and walked seven. Trinity col- pletely devastated Amherst, 94-43
lected 14 hits off of the AIC ana a week later, Loomis fell alsi
pitchers.
A new mile record was estat
lished in this meet, as Ted Zir
TRINITY 4
WESLEYAN 7 mer's 4:28.9 broke Steve Borne
mann's mark.
A three run first inning plus
Saturday's loss to Hotchkiss wi>
two runs In both the fourth and
ninth frames were all that Wes- by the narrow margin of 63-5
leyan needed to dump Trinity last With most of the runners at tl
Easterns, only Bill Shorten cou
Wednesday, 7-4
The Cardinals unleashed their capture a running e v e n t - - tl
heavy artillery in the first frame mile, while Stites, John Fox, al
against starter Ed Lazzerinl to Cancelliere also took firsts.
score three runs on four hits.
Pierre Schwarre has been o|
The big blasts of the frame were
back-to-back triples. over the right of Coach Kurth's most pleasa;
surprises. Schwarre has captur*
fielders head.
Lazzerlnl, was the losing pitcher, all four broad jump events, wij
though Bob Brickley did a fine job 21»4" being his best effort.
of relief work. Trinity scored
twice In the second, and then pushWith this much freshman talen
ed across two more tallies' In the and with Mercury on our sid*
bottom of the ninth before the next.year's varsity track squa
rally was finally crushed.
should be worth watching.
•

N.etmen 3-3, Beat Loomis
With two matches remaining this
season, the freshman tennis team
has a 3-3 record. The squad has
defeated Kent School, Loomis
School and Taft School, while losing
to Choate, Amherst and M.I.T.
Recently the team defeated Taft
School 5-4, as Gerry Bixler, Jim
Behrend, and Jay Eddy won the
singles. In the doubles, Sandy Tilney and George Crile took their

revenge on Taft's number one am
two men, while Behrend teamei
up, with Al Greislnger to win thel!
match.
Sandy Tilney and George CriK
have alternated in the one anc
two spots all season, while Gerrj
Bixler has played in the numbel
three position,
•
The Bantams face Wesleyan Maj :
19, and Kingswood School May 22,

